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THE ONLY NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHED

ERVE ADVOCATE

IN

CATRON COUNTY. N.'M.
VOL.5

THREE DOLLARS

A

YtfAR

RKSERVE,

CATRON

COUNTY.

NEW MEXICO, MAY

20.

SMILE

AND THE

WORLD SMILES

WITH YOU

NO NEED OF WEEPING
NO. 6

1922,

the oath required by law WITHOUT STREET ADDRESS
Session of the Walter Hotchkiss, deceased, and taking
Done
at
Reserve, New Mexico,
YOUR MAIL IS DELAYED
probate court Held the 1st of for grounds for said petition this 6th day of May A. D. 1922.
1.
That petitioner is a resident
AT OFFICE OF DELIVERY
May 1922.
Florencio Jiron.
Florencio Jiron Probate Judge of the county of Grant and state
Probate Judge.
Steve Baca Deputy Sher iff H. E. of New Mexico, and that his
The Deed Letter Office has been in
Thd close of school this year existence ever ilnce Ben Franklin
Postt ffiee address is Silver City,
Magdalena, New Mexico
Chavez. Deputy Clerk.
started our postal service. Even then
was marked by a very interta-ininThe Court was called to order in said County and State.
people addressed mall to Mr. Eaekiel
2. That Walter Hotchkiss, late
programe giving by the Smlthers, "Atlantic Coast," and exat 1. o'clock P. M. In the matter
of the County of Catron, state of children and directed by one 6f pected Ben to know Just wheVe Zeke
of the State of W. .B Shellhorn New Mexico, died in Catron Co the
teachers, Mrs. S.S. Padgett lived.
Perhaps they had Zeke's address In
deceased, who was a resident of unty, New Mexico, on or about The intertainment was followed
letters up In the garret, maybe a chest
or
on
and
died
Catron County
the 4th day of March 1922.
by a bance, which was enjoy en full of 'em, but then it was easier to
let Ben hunt Zeke. Today people are
about the 20th day of April 1922.
3. That said deceased left and by all.
addressing letters to John Smith, New
For Appointment estate in the
Petition
H. E. Barber left Sunday fo York, N. Y, or Chicago, 111., thinking
County of Catron to
of Adminwratrix.
be administrated, consitsing of .Vlagdalena where he will mee; Uncle Sum enn locate him, which is
as incomplete as was Zeke's adCome now Mrs.W. B.Shellhorn personal
Dr. F. F. Doepp of Carlsbad am Just
property.
dress of yore. The Postofflce Depart
wife of the late W. B. Shellhorn
4. That said personal property Dr. Edward Doepp of Chicago
ment asks you to put the number and
that according to the best of her crmuts of Li est rk. situate in who will spend there vacation oi, street In the address. It helps you.
- - knowledge information and belief Catron
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
County, New Mexico of their ranch near Reserve.
of your petitioner, as the said a value
S. W. Hudson who has been
not to
exceed One
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED
Shellhorn died without leaving a Thousand Dollars ($ l,COn.Q0)
by the Studebakei
employed
vour petitioner
will Wherefore,
5. That the names, age.-- , place Garage in Magdalena fur thi
a widow of said W. B. Shellhorn of residence and
relationship of ,iast tow years, was in Reservi
deceased prays that she be ap- the airs at lawof said deceased this week.
How do you expect the Postal Clerk
pointed administratrix of his are as followes:
Mrs. A. J. Whipkey a missionary to know whether you mean Trinidad,
or Trinidad, Colorado?
estate, of all the goods, chattels
Hotchkiss
Clinton
Central from Silver City spoke"to a largi California,
ALWAYS SPELL OUT THE NAME
, credits and effects of the said New Mexico Brother
crowd at the school buildinv OK THE STATE IN FULL IN THE
W. B. She;lhorn on giving bond
ADDRESS.
and Jack Hotchkisp Saturday evening.
Crayton
and otherwise
qualifiing that Melvern, Kansas. Brother's
W. A. Trotter a rancher of th "MORE BUSINESS
letters of administration issue to
Dolly Bass Fulton, Mo. Sistei Gila
IN
GOVERNMENT"
country was in town the I, t
her.
James Hotchkiss Silver City
we
o;
s
tne
k
where
he
teDoi
This apt phrase was used in PresiIN THE PROBATE COURT New Mexico. Biother.all over 'J.1
'hey have had kits of rain th' dent Harding's first message to
FOR THE COUNTY OF Catron
6.
is
a
That
and applies particularly In postal
your petitioner
'
STATE OF NUW MEXICO.
brother of said deceased, over nring.
management where postmasters are
Mr. and Mr.-- .
tne matters of the estate of the ae of twenty-onAb Alexanrle lielng Impressed with the fact that
s
years.unii
they are managers of local branches
W. B. Shellhorn. Deceased:
f
the
tularosa
wis in town Sat "f the biggest business in the world.
duly qualified to administer sain
Order Appointing Adinistratrix estate.
urday looking after business hop
"nrl also visiting with
Comingup for hearing this the
7. That due search and inqui y
1922
first day of May A B.
HERE COMES A STRANGER!
had been made to ascertain s fiiends
"I can't always a$k for what I want
begingthe first day of the regular said deceased left any will aim
Mrs. H. W. Porter has
be
term A. D. 1922, the petition ol testament and none has beer,
but
I let you know when I get
office
look
our
Let's
make
neat,
icfarly ill the pusf v"ek but is Mr. Postmaster. post
Straighten up the
Mr. W. B. Shsl h'irri. p ayini found and according to the beM vnor-apI want."
what
to bp some b tter at t
rural letter box, Mr. Farmer. Tidy
that letters of Administration he knowledge and belief of yout his t'mf.
Mr.
Hural
First
Currier.
some,
up
What baby wants most of all is the
are lusting. Aluybe Mr.
hsu dti her' admini t atrix of .letitioner
Impressions
said decease.! dierl
care of Mother, especially
loving
Ima
Inm
of
uotlce
Jonps
these
the estate of her rieceHsei rub without a vv'll, intestate.
prnmnt merchant Stranger liiLina
is aided by the baby
when
Mother
come
will
back, bringing
f Glri' wood was Rfsprvp visitit iroYuuents,
and W. B. Shellhorn. and the
8. That if your
is
Start these with "POSyou benefits.
necessities
that
can supply. Our
we
Court having read the ptitiui appointed Administrator of said tst week fnv while i.i town he TAL IMPROVEMENT WEEK" May
of
line
entire
goods is made
baby
in
s Baby
i.u had his name placed
and having heard the testimonv
state he will make a pefW! on'ne
of manufacturof
the
up
products
subset
our
iption list.
in support of same, finds, that
inventory thereof a., .
ers who have long recognized that
...uuly
said Mr W. B. Shellhorn died in .idmi'iis't'U- uii uie estate of the J. T. Higgins of the Gila ranch HUMANIZING THE
POSTAL SERVICE
th City of Glenwood and. Svu-o- -- ..ceased and account for and was in town this week attending
New Mexico whilu so junng
to
business
matters and while in
pay all assest which shall come
there, on thj ill) day of April, into his possession or knowledge town he had his name placed on "There is no unimportant person or
We have always used the utmost
part of our service. Itls a total of
our list for a year
"A; U. 1922: that at the time of
James Hotchkiss.
care in handling goods in this deis
human units and their
hia death the said decedent resi
In
Careful mothers can do nothing
success.
to
the
last
its
its
Petitioner.
key
partment.
Fred Lant who
wiser than to come here for baby foods, nursdent of Catron County, state of IN THE PROBATK COUKT WITHIN Glenwood is in ranches near analysis, postal duties are accommoRnservethis week dations performed for our neighbors
ing bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powder,
both real and personal property; AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CATRON he has been
ill far the past and friends nnd should be so regarded,
and those internal and external remedies
quite
Is
of
the approx
a hired service peras
thataid estate
than
rather
four months but is able to be
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
long associated with the care of the baby.
formed for an absentee employer."
imate value of Six Thousand
In the matter of the estate of up and aronnd aeain '
Oenernl
Postmaster
Hubert
Work.
Dollars; ($ 6,000) that said dec- Walter Hotchkiss deceased.
edent died intestate; that said
Order appointingapministrator
petitioner is legally competent to
Come now James Hotchkiss,
act as administartor of said estate
and this cause coming
petitioner,
It is therefore, ordered that on to be heard upon the petition
Mrs. W. B. Shellhorn be and heretofore filed on this
day for
hereby is.appointed administart-ri- x his appointment as the admin.
6 Miles West of Reserve
Fully Equipped
of the estate of W. B. Shelof said estate.
Good
Location
Plenty of Timber
deceased; that before
lhorn.
And it appearing to the court
letters is issued to her she take from said
petition that Walter
For Particulars Address J. N. Harper, Reserve. N. M
the oath required of administrat- Hotchkiss, late of the
of
County
to
ors and file a bond according
Catron, State of New Mexico,
law in the sum of ( $ 6,000)
his life on or about the
departed
Dollars. Dated this the first day
of
march, 1922 in Catron
4th,
day
D. 1922.
r pf may, A.
New Mexico; that said
County,
Floriencio Jiron.
deceased left and estate in the
Probate Jndge.
County of Catron and state of
May the 6th, 1922.
GOODYEAR 30 x 3ft CLINCHERS
New Mexico, to be administered
The Probate Court met as per.
consiting of personal property
--t Of AAA ft
t
i
UB
Recessed,
and that said estate does not
on the 1th day of may.
exceed the sum of one Thousand
There being present; Florencio Dollars
($1,000. 00) ;that deceased
Jiron Probate Judge Steve Baca left no last will and testament
Deputy Sheriff A. T. Chavez and said James Hotchkiss is duly
SOCORRO
MAGDALENA
County Clerk.
of
sufficient
and
qualified
In the matter of W. J Andrus
capacity to administer said estate
Steam Fitting
deceased W. M. R. Morley filed
Fixtures
Plumbing.
that the facts alleged in said
the inventory as administrator of
petition are true, and the court
Bathroom and Toilet Furniture
said estate.
advised in the prem-isis- ;
being
fully
As named J. R. Foss as one of
doth so find.
the appraisers of the Court nam
It
is, therefore, considered,
ec JRiibert Blatchford as the othei
ordered and adjudged by the
All Weather Ttrcad
Cross Rib Tread
POSTAL IMPROVEMENT
'.vpraisers of said estate.
tnme.
court that the said Walter
It Is the nicest distinctive business
IN THE PROBATE COURT WITHIN Hotchkiss died on the 4th, day of
the
WEEK IS OBSERVED In the world and It comesa nearer tonumAND FOR THE COUNTY OF CATRON March,
1922- that he left an.
Innermost Interests of greater
Examples
Conspicuous
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
ber of men and women than any other
jstate in the county of Catron
Goodyear TireValues
In the matter of the estate of and State ofNew Mexico, and
Institution on earth. No private busi
May 1 Sees Inaugurated First ness, however widespread, touches so!
Walter Hotchkiss, deceased
was at the time of his death a
many lives so often or snarpiy; no
General Campaign of
Petition for appointment of resident of said county and
church reaches Into so niany souls,
Administrator.
Kind in Service.
state; i hat James Hotchkiss be,
Quality Plus Our Service
flutters so many pulses, has so many
means Tire Econofny;
Come now James Hotchkiss and he is hereby appointed
human beings dependent on Its
and respectfully petitions the administrator of the estate of
Without the Postal Servlre, business
Co
Week" has
"Postal Improvement
Court that he be
would languish In a duy, and he at a
appointed said Walter Hotchkiss. deceased,
been set for May 1, by the Postmaster
In
a
I'uhllc
Klauclstlll
week.
of
of
opinion
estate
the
administrator
Oenernl. This Is the first general camand that letters of administration
Dealers in Everthing
would die of dry rot. Sectional hatred paign of Its kind In the Postal Service
issue to him upon his filing a
sjejvrttoe only would flourish. n(t for several decades.
Business men'
bond in the sum of Two Thousand
and th); wjaniMtJaM,
ljjr1 Mrf t
Dollars ($ 2.000.00) and upon his
Regular,

First National Bank

5 per cent paid
on time deposits

'
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Purity Is Essential
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For Sale

Saw Mill Everything BABrlte
GAUNT'S PHARMACY

or

Reserve, New Mexico.

The Reserve Advocate,

$3.00

J. GRANT,

3

5

4

The Plumber

$147

of

Reserve

Mercantile

a year

THE RESERVE

HUES OF RAINBOW
Wave of Color

Feature of Season's Wearing Apparel

Suit, Coats, Waah Drewes,
Medium

FEDERAL AID FOR HIGHWAYS

IP n

Blou,

Sum

wave of color Burges everywhere
In fashions, until It seems as If we
oiust almost have reached the high
tide, says a fushlon authority. While
even the tailored suit and street voats
have their share of brill luut shades
In the
wuy of trimmings, wush dresses
and blouses are wonderful mediums
for exploiting the hues of the rainbow.
Here the designer hus great
latitude In the way of background to
offset her art work.
The white blouse alone Is capable
of any
amount of amplification
through gay trimmings cleverly applied. The past two years have seen
marvelous development In the colorings brought out In wush fabrics. In
these alone there Is a multitude of
variations in art tones.
There are
brilliant reds, all the tones seen in
the flumes of a wood fire, and browns,
yellows and blues without number. The
wonderful embroideries made prominent through the Itusslan vogue made
their first appearance on blouses. Here
we see the strong peasant colors which
are most effective on a background of
course linen, although they are used
on silks and even on thinner fubrics.
In the form of blouses we have al
most as much variety as there Is In
A very large proportion of
color,
the new blouses are Itusslan. The
Japanese feeling Is not lacking, for
those with kimono sleeves In flowing
A
sport skirt of gray, rose and white
style are easily traced to the land of striped covert, fringed at the lower
the cherry blossom.
and worn with a gray silk tuxedo
There Is a kinship between all ar- edge,
sweater and a smart little ribbon hat,
ticles of dress, so we see separate
this good looking outfit
Mouses gathered to a band which completes
comes about the hips of the wearer,
the blouse Itself falling In loose folds the snme; the chief change Is in the
above this bund. These are very like arrangement at the bottom of the
the ennts of many of the new suits. blouse and In the colors and
These hip bands, to which the lower
edge of the blouse Is gathered, are
a means of introducing a great deal CREPE DE CHINE BLOOMERS
of needlework.
The art of all nations has been lavishly drawn upon
to furnish patterns from which needle- Petal Points In Instead of Petticoats,
Latest
Underthings for
women :nay copy. For Instance, one
Milady's Wear.
such band is worked with Egyptian
figures, another in Chinese landscapes.
Petal points Instead of petticoats.
Necklines and sleeves remain much
That Is the lntest translation In underthings developed In the showings.
CHIFFON FOR KIDDIE'S FROCK Paris Is credited with having originated the ldeu, which is carried out by
means of a crepe de chine bloomer.
The garment Is quite short and with-ou- t
elnstlc nt the knee. Stitched on
at a point a little below the waist
line, are petal points of georgette,
In matching or contrasting
colors.
These points full gracefully below the
hem of the bloomer nnd serve in reality as a petticoat. They are especially adaptable for wear with chiffon
A

evening frocks.
Another whimsy In underthings Is
found In colored crepe de chine garments with cretonne appliques In the
shape of flowers In the natural flower
colorings.
Afternoon Skirts.
Ankle length, or over, Is the rule
for afternoon skirts, with the exception of a few. Uneven effects nt the
hem continue to lie popular, though
they are not us universal ns they have
been. Sometimes skirts are full, but
their effect is always soft nnd straight,
with the exception of Immense organdie skirts nnd lingerie models.
Tailored Silk Blouses.
Broadcloth, radium silks, crepe de
chine and canton crepe are favorite
mediums for the development of the
silk tnilored waists. They follow the
same general outlines as the cotton
numbers, wllh diversity expressed In
collar nnd cuff treatments.

STRAIGHT SILHOUETTE TRIUMPHS
Spring Fashion Are Not Revolutionary, According to an Authority
on Women' Wear.

thickly inset. The body of the veil is
most often white with a dot harraoniz
lng in color with the costume.

The spring fashions are not revoluThe
tionary, declares an authority.
straight silhouette triumphs. The bouf-fuIs permitted for young girls' dancing frocks and has not distended hips,
but Is wide at the hem. The tendency of the waistline Is higher.
Sleeves are Important In all blouses,
bo much so that they affect the line
of the silhouette. They are generally
long for daytime.
Skirt lengths have Increased for aftlllack has not
ernoon nnd evening,
disappeared, but color Is paramount.
The vogue for beige Is remarkable. Indications point to tremendous popularcostume, made
ity for the
with a coat rather than a cape. Lin
gerie touches and plaltlngs of every
variety nre repeated by almost all
houses.
Kasha, repp, twill and serge lead In
woolen fubrics. Crepe de chine, printed crepes, crepe romaln, crepe mnro-cal- n
nnd erepe satin are the silk materials of the moment. Satin, geor-gtt-e
and foulard follow closely.
Irlght galloons are good.
Dresses of two materials combined
ore emphasized. Lace Is conspicuous,
with nccent placed on fine blnck Jnce.
In evening dresses, bead embroidery
sometimes covers the material so entirely that It suggests a new fabric.
In spile of the many new and at
tractive meshes which are being shown
In veils, the mesh most often seen Is
the very one with small chenille dots

Novelties in Checks.
Indications In the women'B suit field
point toward a vogue for checked ef
fects. The checks are seen In a va
riety of sizes some are square and
some are oblong ranging from these
on the gingham order to
almost
those of a plain character.
Novelties in the latter checks show
e
effects In the crossed strloes thnt
form them. Most of the suits show
the skirts nnd jackets made of the
same materluls, but In some of them
the material In the jacket contrasts
with that in the skirt. Often, when
this Is the cuse, the material In the
skirt Is used to face the lnnels of th
Jacket and to pipe the pockets.
Picture Hat. "
Two effective picture hats in orchid
silk were seen not long ago. One had
crown nnd thu
unique
other trimmed with small carnations
with stems and foliage made of hand
stitching. Another large dress hat is
of black mllan, with king blue facing,
the only ornament being nn enormous
silk rose of a batik fabric in different
tones of blue, the petals bo long and
pointed that they hang over the brim's

three-piec-

BETTER
ROADS

WORN WITH TUXEDO SWEATEB

for Exploitation of
the Gayeit Shade.

When white chif.'on is used for a
kiddle's party frock, and frill upon
frill adorns the skirt, there Is little
other than a rosette or two needed to
complete this most cherished item of
a child's wardrobe.

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

HAS FIRST WELL
DAY

IN

6 YEARS

Your

Huntington Citizen Could Neither
Sleep Nor Eat With Any Satisfaction Before He
Got Tanlac.

New
Home

of $211,135,276 Wa Spent for
"Before taking Tunlac I had not
Construction of 28,135 Mile
seen u well day In six years," said
of Roads.
W. It. Peoples, S28 22ud St., Hunting,

(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
How the government has employed

federal aid funds for road building
through the bureau of public rouds,
United States Department of Agricul
ture, among the various types of
roads, is shown in a summary pre
pared by the department. The tabula'
tion covers the expenditure of $211,- 13o.276.31 of federal-aifunds from
the beginning of the work when It was
authorized by congress up to November 1, 1021, a period of four years four
months. That sum was appHed toward the construction of 28,135 miles
of roads. The total cost was 8496,- 1R1.683.43.
The average cost was $17,- 630 per mile.
Nearly 36 per cent of the federal- aid funds, or $75,666,277i.36,
went into
the construction of 4,653.6 miles of
concrete roads. Next in
size were totul appropriations of
federal-aifunds applied
to the building of 30,043.5 miles of
gravel road, at a total cost of
Federal-aifunds to the
extent of $24,721,020.92 were applied
during the period to the construction
of 6,864 miles of graded and drained
roads, at a total cost of $."n,704.2r3.78.
bituminous-macadaroads,
rnn- miles wep
of which 1.323.2

ton, W. Vu.
"It seemed like I had lost my health
for good. I could neither sleep nor
eat with sutlsfaetioa. ' I was badly
run down, nervous, hud no uppetlte
und hud to force down every mouthful
I ate. Even then my food soured.
I
would fill up with gus until I had intense pains In my stomach and chest.
Headache almost drove me mad, rheumatism in my arms, shoulder and hips
kept me In pain ull the time, imd I
had to force myself to work.
'Tanlac went right ufter my troubles.
On four bottles I gained ten pounds
und the rheumatism and stomach
trouble soon left me. My wife has
given a statement about the good Tanlac did her, and I am glad to add my
endorsement of this wonderful

should be made
artistic, sanitary
and livable.

d

High-grad- e

IT

I.

(I

I

Instead

of kalsomine or wallpaper

It is absolutely necessary if you expect Alabastine results that
you ask for and secure AlabasUnt.
Avoid kalsomines under various names and insist on the package
with the cross and circle printed in red. That is the only way to be
sure you are getting the genuine Alabastine.
Alabastine is easy to mix and apply, lasting in its results, and
absolutely sanitary.
Alabastine ii a dry powder, put up in
packages, white and beautiful tints, ready to mix and use by the addition of cold water, and with full direc- tioni on each package, awry package tf genuine
iiaoaiune nai cross ana circle prinica in rcu.
MIX IN ONC
THE ONLY TOOL
MINUTE WITH
color deBetter write us for hand-mad- e
MftDEDT0PPLT
COLO WATER
signs and special suggestions. Give us your decorative problems and let us help you work them out.

v

Alabastine Company
1653

Gnndvllle Ave.

Grand Rapids. Mich

'

Would be a small amount to pay
for saving a man's life. If you could
save your life for a dollar bill would
you hesitate to spend it? You risk
your life everytime you drive your
car in the rain because you can't see
A dollar
through ypur windshield.
bill sent to the Baltimore
Corporation, Baltimore,
Maryland,
will ensure you having a clear windshield for the next three years, as
their preparation is guaranteed to
keep your glass as clear as a summer's day. Nothing like it on the
market. One application will last as
long as a rain storm even if it lasts
a month. It is absolutely guaranteed
to give satisfaction or money refund
Send for it today and be pre
oiling a Shell Road in Louisiana. ed.
BIBLE ASCRIBED TO SATAN
pared for the next rain storm.
ructed, at a total cost of $41,412,- Evil One Declared to Have Assisted
iuntis to
aoi.ss. Claimed reuoriii-niLetting Him In.
Monk to Perform Work, for
For an
le extent of $18,046,000.17.
"Well, well,
gentlemen!" exa Fearful Price.
other high type of road bituminous
concrete $9,299,804.32 whs made avail- claimed the affable old person. "I'd
One of the most famous copies of
able through federal aid. That sum give a great deal to be able to join
the Scriptures in existence Is the one
ent toward the construction of 772.5 In your sport."
"Stick around, grnndpop," said one which bears the curious title, "The
miles of roadway, ut a totul cost of
sturdy youngster. "If we knock this Devil's Bible." It Is nn exquisite piece
3,445,374.88.
ball through somebody's window we'll of workmanship, Inscribed on 300
Toward the construction of brick
let you go for it." l'irmingliam
nsses' skins, nnd was taken to Stockroads, of which 444.6 miles were built,
holm nt the conclusion of the Thirty
deral aid was available to the ex
Years' wnr.
tent of .$(1,!)25,4S2.13; nnd toward the
With Cuticura Soap
Shave
According to tradition this Bible
roads
cost of 2,095.5 miles of
And double your razor efficiency as was the work of n poor monk who
le federal government contributed
well as promote skin purity, skin com- was condemned
to death for some
10,495,172.10. The total cost of sand
fort and skin health. No mug, no defection, but was told that the senlay roads was $22,220,302.00.
slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no Irri- tence would be commuted If he would
tation even when shaved twice daily. copy out on nsses' skins the entire
He agreed
CONCRETE ROAD VIBRATIONS One soap for all uses shaving bathing Bible in a single night.
to try to do It but, finding the task
Advertisement.
and shampooing.
too great, made a compact with the
xperiment Started to Determine
Next Day, All Right.
devil to exchange his soul for the
Amount of Moisture Increase
She (dining spat) It's a story for required transcript. The devil kept
Under the Road.
you to say I grabbed you up quick. his part of the bargain, nnd the work
You know very well that when you was finished on time.
The monk's
Does vibration caused by the moveproposed I didn't say "yes" until the life wns spared by his mnrveiing
ment of a vehicle over a road increase next day.
judges, but tradition Is silent ns to
the amount of moisture in the earth
I how he kept his end of the agreement.
He That's right, you didn't.
under the rond, and thus weaken its proposed at 11:59 p. m. nnd you acbearing power? This question will be cepted me nt 12:01 the next morning.
Increases in Fact.
answered when results are secured
Boston Transcript.
to
Wifey "Marriage soon censes
from an experiment just started by
be a matter of billing nnd cooing."
United
of
the bureau
A wise mun is never sure when hla Hubby "Oh, the billing part continues
public rouds,
States Department of Agriculture. Two Wisdom will be found wanting.
j nil
light."
similar concrete slabs have been con
structed side by side, nnd on one there
will be placed a gasoline engine with
an unbalanced flywheel which will
cause vibration. Soil samples will be
Taste is a matter of
taken from under the slabs and the
tobacco quality
amounts of moisture compared. Tills
with
Is
We
not
the
state it as our honest
undertaken,
experiment
idea that road vibration can be prebelief that the tobaccos used
vented, but to determine whether suffin Chesterfield are of finer
icient Increase In the moisture of the
quality (and hence of better
subgrade Is caused by it to weaken the
taste) than in any other
bearing power of the soil, and Incat the price.
cigarette
identally, to develop new ways of testLiggett & Myiri Ttbaa C$.
ing methods of subgrude treatment
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Strength, Health, Vigor
You May Have Them All.

Complete body building: course for all thoBe
lacking these qualities; do you want to retrain them? Write today for leaflet: I believe I can help you.

C. B. SINGER
245S

So.

-

18th St.

mm7

Danarn

edge.

Organdie Ha.
Even organdie hnts ure to bo hanrl
painted and embroidered this summer,
whispers Duine Rumor.
White and
pastel organdies certalnlv ninkn an
ideal background for delicate designs,

Advertise a Community,
A community Is known by the roads
It keeps. The roads In a vicinity always advertise a town or community.
As the roads are, so the tourists judge
tb town.

Pfftciimio.y.T,

HINDERCORNS

Her Time Taken Up Now.
Brother, a year younger than Ethel,
had fallen down and she bad helped
him up and brushed his clothes in a
motherly fashion when along came
aunty und radiantly announced, "How
would you like a new baby sister?"
Ethel glared at her Indignantly and
then hotly flashed, "Say, aunty, don't
you think I have enough on my hands
now with brother without taking care
of any extras?"
Daily Thought.
Truly there is a tide in the affairs
of men; but there is no Gulf stream
setting forever In one dlrectUin.
Lowell.

3

Chesterfield
CIGARETTES

of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos
20 for
10 for

lie
9c

Vacuum tint
of 50 - 45c

FalUnd

Removes Corns, Callouses, etc., stops all pain, ensures comfort to tlia
foot, makes walking eapv. lfiu. by mall or at Druggists. Hisoox Cnemloal Works, fatchotruo, N. Y.

No Excuse for Community to Be With
out Good Roads or to Permit
Them to Deteriorate.

Give Condition of Roads.
The Wisconsin highway department
publishes. every week a blue print map
showing routes and road conditions
throughout the state. The subscribers
are chambers of commerce, hotels and
garages. New construction, detours,
etc., are plainly Indicnted.

ff 8 topBHair

Beauty to Gray and Faded Haiil
ewe. ana ii.uvu wriyrcmB,
TTIwox Chcm. Wks.

MONEY WASTED ON HIGHWAYS

modern road building and
With
maintenance machinery, there Is no
longer any excuse for a community to
be without good roads, nor Is there
any reason why It should allow mil
lions of dollars spent in building rouds
to be wasted, because ot improper
care. It Is a matter which concerns
US all, town and country people alike.

OMAHA, NEB.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Remove

two-ton-

Hand-Painte- d

Ml

5tI

For Women of Fame.
There will be a hull In the new home
of the Women's National Foundation
in Washington, where on columns, one
for each state, will be inscribed the
names of those women of the stntes
whose memory is most worthy of perpetuation. The hall, which is the suggestion of Sirs. George Harnett, wife
of MaJ. Gen. Harnett, United States
marine corps, will he called "The Hall
of Remembrance."
The choice of
names will be left to the people of
each state, and will lie passed on by
a local board.
Living women are ex-

A REWARD OF $5,000.00

.1

The walls of the old home, whether mansion or cottage, can be
made just as attractive, just as sanitary, through the intelligent use of

Tanlac Is sold by all good druggists.

cluded.

IIUJBUJI

These walls should be Alabastined in the latest,
nature color tints. Each room should
reflect your own individuality and the treatment
throughout be a complete perfec harmony in colors.

high-grad- e

d
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HOW TWO WOMEN

COFFIN IS HIS
JOY AND PRIDE

ESCAPED OPERATIONS

IC
M'lHIAI. UUSII M:III( H:
you nifnllun tliU iiiier vrlien writing
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Doctor Advised Use of LydiaE. Pink-ham- 's
Horse Aged 51 Astonishes the World
Vegetable Compound
him
to Doctor Myer,
my
cousin, who promised him a home for
life and used him In his pastoral
work. Clover is a dark bay, 16 han
of Ilambletonlan stock. He's a double- galted horse trots and swings Into
pace. I often drove him over the
Wlsuhleken drive to wagon or sleigh
and used to win the basket of wine
offered In the old days to the first
tp reach Falrmount Inn. He could
trot In 2:17, and when he was forty-twI drove him a quarter in 36 sec
YORK.
All the world of onds. He was always "babied"; that
fJEW
horse-lover- s
Is talking about Cloaccounts for his age, I suppose. He
ver, a Hnmbletonlun trotting horse. still has his teeth and his eyes are
Why? Because Clover Is alive and good; lie knows me every time I visit
Mr. Myers. I had Clover's pedigree,
hearty at fifty-on- e
years of age
which Is believed to be a world record. but lost It. He raced under another
Clover's owner is the Rev. Dr. Uriah name."
Horse experts the world over agree
former pastor of
Meyers, seventy-five- ,
St. Matthew's Evangelical Lutheran that fifty-on- e
years Is an unheard-o- f
church of Catawissa, Pa. The rev- age for a horse any kind of a horse
erend gentleman, retired on a pension, on four legs. Kingston, the famous
had become so poor that it looked as American thoroughbred, achieved ad;
If he and Clover would have to part. dltlonal fnme by living to twentyThe New York World got hold of the eight. A Canadian horse Is known to
story of man and horse. Financial have lived to the age of at least
An English
and other aid for both man and horse thirty-eigh- t.
pony Is
was the Immediate result of publicity. stnted to have lived to be thirty-nine- ,
Mr. Myers Is said to be a "natural
And how the horsemen are talking
born horseman" and has given Clover
about Clover!
"I bought Clover In 1884," snld Ed the best of care. Possibly Clover's
win J. Walker of Philadelphia. Four fame may be great. Horsemen think
years later I sold him practically he should be exhibited.

gave

Happy Results in Both Cases

,

.

'

;

St Joseph, Missouri. "Both of my
Bides swelled and hurt me so that I
could not move or do any of my work.
There was heavy pressure and pains
through my lower organs ana the
doctor told me to try Lydia E. Fink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound for these
troubles. He said I had this one
chance, and if the Vegetable Compound did not help me nothing but an
operation would. After taking several
bottles I felt it was helping me and
now I am able to do my own work. If
my testimonial will help others I shall
be glad for them to read it and hope
your Vegetable Compound will do
them as much good as it did me."
rs. Wm. Lockman, 613 N. 4th St,
St Joseph, Mo.

Pinkham's Blood Medicine, also
Lydia E. Pinkham's Liver Pills and
used Lydia E. Pinkham's Sanative
Wash and the capsules and prescription recommended. I am doing all my
work and have gained twenty pounds.
I am taking the medicines still, but I
feel fine. You have my permission to
use this letter for the good of others. "
Mrs. MaryMark, 37 HamlltonAve.,
White Plains, N. Y.
Some female troubles may through
neglect reach a stage when an operation is necessary. But most of the
commoner ailments are not the surgical ones; they are not caused by
serious displacements, tumors, or
growths, although the symptoms
may appear the same.
When distorting ailments first appear, take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relieve the present distress and prevent more serious troubles. Many letters have been
received from women who have been
restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after operations have been advised by attend- ing physicians.

White Plains, N. Y. "I had such a
pain that I could hardly walk and the
doctor said that I needed an operation. I was sick for a year before I
started taking your medicine and I
could not work. I saw your advertisement in a little book and that is how
I came to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
medicines. I have been taking the
Vegetable Compound and Lydia E.

k
upon "Aliments
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
Peculiar to Women" will be sent you free upon request Write
to the Lydia E. Pinkliam Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts,
This book contains valuable information.
Text-Boo-

Remarkable English.
Quite True.
Howell
"Do you think the wrist
The following Is a specimen of Eng.
watch bus come to stay? Powell "I lish us It Is printed In a Brazilian
hope not. I want mine to go."
newspaper:
"Fural lured roms. At hlght and
respeetuchy family house two let two
nppartaments, heelng Inch one of them
possess a mngnify plain. Pension of
first ordem. Tel. Ipnnema 1,077."

Sure Relief
FOR INDIGESTION
O!

iffin

the translation: "Furnished
rooms A high and respectable family
house tins to let two large apartments;
one of them possesses a magnificent
view. Meuls of the first order."
Here

...kuwctiMJi
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Bell-an- s

nui waicr

WOMEN

Sure Relief

ELLANS

25t and 75$ Packages.

Everywhere

"Vaseline" Carbolated
Petroleum Jelly
is an effective, antiseptic
first-ai- d
dressing for cuts,
wounds and insect bites.
Ithelpsprevent infection.
CHESEBROUGH MFG.

CO.

(Coniolidited)

State Street

New York

I:
!

Sr.
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DON'T
DESPAIR
If you. are troubled with pains or
aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles and
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for the name Gold Medal oa every boa
and accept no imitation

Is

NEED

SWAMP-ROO-

T

Thousands of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other or
gans to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of am'
bition, nervousness, are often times symp-tomof kidney trouble.
Dr.
Don't delay starting treatment.
Kilmer's Swamp-Rooa physician's prescription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle im
mediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

The Bride's Joke.
"Mercy 1" snld the bridesmaid Impatiently to the bride, "are you going to
stund there before that mirror all
Come on, they're wnlting for
dny?
you."
The bride did not move from the
glass, but continued gazing at hef
counterfeit presentment. "Let them
wait," she snld calmly. "It Is well to
Indulge In some reflection before one
know." Boston
you
gets married,

Common-La-

Widow Wins $50,000 Estate

w

Frnnces Ityan was
the legal widow of the
lnte N. D. Danlkas, former Greek res
taurant owner, and as such entitled
to control of the $50,000 estnte of her
husband, in a decision given by Judge
C. J. Morley in the District court.
Judge Morley held that a common- law marriage had been consummated
between the woman and Danlkas durtrip
ing the course of a
she accompanied him on to French
Lick Springs, Ind., and Rochester,
Minn., where he died last March. The
decision reversed one formerly given
the
In favor of the administrator-oestate In the County court by Judge
George A. Luxford, when he denied
Mrs. Danlkas' petition to be appointed
executrix.
When Danlkas died he left a will
under which the then Miss Ityan was
given a bequest of $1,000 and the rest
of the estate, was given In trust to
establish dowries for the poor maidens of Danlkas' native city, Dlbrl,
N. P. Calgeros, the local
Greece.
vice consul, was appointed executor of
the will, and he has been resisting
the efforts of the widow to get the
estate of the husband as his sole heir.
Judge Morley In his decision held
that the marriage had been consummated by the mutual consent and ac- EXVER.

three-month-

Wife Charges

"Luciferous," Illuminated.
Lloyd (Jeorge Is said to have used
the word "luciferous." An unusual
adjective, but not, we think, an Invention of his. An Englishman asEed an
what he would underncquiilntunce
stand by "a luciferous story." The
other replied: "Like one of yours; s
devilish had one." Boston Transcript.

His
Brown "That
nerves." Goose
he's a dentist !"

Business.
man gets on people's
"Oh I Why?" "Oh,
London Answers.

knowledgment of the couple and that
evidence offered had established the
fact that they were known and believed to be man and wife by all the
acquaintances they met on the trip
which lust preceded Danlkas death,
Attorneys for the administrator of
the estate nnnounced the case would
probably he appealed to the Supreme
court. If the decision Is allowed to
stand the later marringe Invalidates
the will of Danlkas nnd the wife, as
sole heir, will inherit the estate.
The trial of the case had attracted
wide attention among Greeks in this
country, witnesses hnvlng come to
testify for the administrator from
Tennessee, Georgia, Illinois and other
distant states, while others had come
from distant towns In the Rocky
Mountain district merely to attend the
hearings.

WF

Dr. Florence Fowler,
alienist of the Cook County hospital, has been named In a divorce suit that charges a triangle out
of the ordinary. The bill was filed in
the Dupage County court at Wheaton
by Mrs. Emanuel H. Kuttner of Lombard, wife of the wealthy secretary
the Illinois Ballast and Improve
ment company.
With the bill on file in the Dupage
county records is an injunction restraining Mr. Kuttner from disposing
of any of his property real estate in
Florida, the Lombard home and stock
in the company of which he is secretary, or from entering the Lombard
home.
The bill charges the maintenance of a "love nest" by Mr. Kuttner
for Doctor Fowler at 1053 North Aus

CHICAGO.

a fashionable
tin avenue,
Mrs. Kuttner, at the Lombard home,
told how, after sixteen years of mar
ried life, her husband had left her and
gone to live with Doctor Fowler.
She told how, as she believes, her
husband planned to charge her with
being Insane, and of visits of Doctor
Fowler to her Lombard home with
Mr. Kuttner, which, the wife believes,
were to have been the basis for the
insanity charge.
"All the charges are absurd and un"Mrs.
true," said Doctor Fowler.
Kuttner is a strange woman a believer In spiritualism, astrology, and
She clnims to
all sorts of occultism,
hold communion with the stars and
says they always guide her right.
"These charges against me are
merely the product of her Imagination.
Once she said she was the reincarnation of Cleopatra, and once she said
she was the queen of Sheba."
Doctor Fowler said she was a good
friend of Mr. Kuttner nnd that he had
visited In her home. She also charged
that a conspiracy had been going on
to make her life miserable, and that
had received telephone calls
she
threatening her, adding that the police had raided her apartment as the
result of false "tips" given them.

of

Damages
JERSEY CITY,
were awarded to Vincent
of Eas-toEarl Lembeck, twenty-seve-

.

WARNING!

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin-Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Toothache
Earache

Colds
Neuralgia'

Lumbago

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions
Hindy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100
Atoms It tb tads auk t Bju lUnarutitt of lloooseetlessldssUr

Druggists.

1 ItlUrlleulst

by Himself.

AUTOMOBILE DEALER

FEARED
So

BURIAL ALIVE

He Constructed Coffin Providing
Means Whereby He Could Be
Saved Bell, Pipe and Sandwich Are Provided.

Ulclilund, N. J. A cotlln Is one ol
the principal articles of furniture In
the home of Christian Stntube, a na
tlve of Germany, who points with
pride to his last habitat which he
built with his own hands and accord
ing to his own ideas.
Straube occupies a small hut In the
woo'ds between lllchlaud and Mllmay.
The shuck contains one room and the
furniture consists of a stove, a small
table, a cot, a chair nnd the cottln.
This cotlln Is Straube's pride nnd
Joy, not on account of Its Intrinsic
value nor Its expensive material, for
It Is made of boards sawed from tree!
In the surrounding woods, but because
Df Its completeness.
The grim box contnlns complete
paraphernalia to safeguard the occu
pant from unnecessary suffering In
case he Is burled without being really

lead.

Freeh Air for "Corpse."
In the cover, above the place where
the man's nose will be, Is n bole in
which u pipe, ten feet in length, is set
which will extend above the surface
nf the earth, affording plenty of fresh
air to the "corpse."
On top of the pipe is a large bell
connected with a rope to he placed
In the occupant's hand so he can ring
for rescuers If he regains conscious
ncss In the cotlln.
Straube does not believe in em
balming, and has from his youth
thought with fear and anguish of the
possibilities of being buried anil coming to life when put snugly away under six feet of earth.
It was this fear thnt prompted him

Pa
by a jury in the Hudson
County Supreme court, which found
that he was the illegitimate grandson
of the late Henry Lembeck, millionshare
aire brewer, and entitled to
In the estate.
According to testimony at the trial
the plaintiff's mother, Mrs. Josephine
De Cartier Coughlln, was employed
thirty years ago as a cook In a residence near the Lembeck mansion. She
became acquainted with the brewer's
son, Victor, who Is alleged to have entered into a common law marriage
with her.
Just before the child was born Victor Is alleged to have confessed that
he already as married and to have
pleaded with the woman not "to wreck
his life." She went to Easton and
raised her son, unknown to friends of
the Lembeck family until the suit was
filed a few months ago.
Testimony as to Victor's relationship with Mrs. Coughlln was supplied
In a spectacular manner by his rlght- -

FOR

Constant Inquiries for Velle Six Automobiles from this territory indicate Rood business ahead. Automobile dealers or private parties who
are anticipating tsoinif into the auhere Is your
tomobile
business,
chance to secure one of the fastest
selling; and most reliable lines on the
market. Don't wait. Who, phone or
write today for our liberal dealers'
proposition.
THE H. H. HEISER AUTO CO.
TIKI
PHONE so. sao
iiroadway
AID DVFMIS

C1.KANKIIH

New M AO
For
Mnirneto SiieHnlty

ft

Wurfcu.

x

M.

C.

'04 mthSt.

iiorrxs
WINDKOIt. ISth A Larimer. Rooms 75c
up. Special rates to pernianejigueatii,

Medcn"?!
Ladles'

soles,

80c.

$1.05,

SI. 30,

$1.55.

Postage prepaid to any point.
MIOi:
IIFI'Allt PACTOIIV. Yrllow
Front. 1633 Champa St. Penver, Colo.
DIAMONDS

KASTI-'IIK-

AND WATCIIIOH.

.
nrniMCALKNJlOWKl.ltY
All orders promptly
MfK. and Repairing.
Chumpa.
attended to. Est. 1873, lfith
A--

DYEING
of Clothing

Complete department for handling
out of town cleaning and dyeing
The
1317

Model

Cleaners and Dyers
DENVER,

BROADWAY,

COLO.

ComiiieiTial inquiries answered and
infill illation gladly furnished without
cost. Athhess any firm above.
Passengers Blamed for Rail Fatalities.
of the one
New York.
fatalities that
to build his own collin provided with hundred und ninety-tw1U- -0
he necessary safeguards against .such overtook railway passengers in
were wholly or partly the fault of the
l calamity.
A fresh sandwich Is made every two passengers themselves said the safety
ir three days, the last one made tc section of the American Itailwiiy Association in making public accident star
persons
tistics for the year.
were struck or run over, twenty-eigh- t
were killed In fulls from coach steps,
eighteen by falls from moving trains,
and ten by jimiplng from trains while
mentally deranged or to escape penal
servitude.
Two-third- s

o

Sixty-fou-

Collects $26 on Trillion Dollar Debt.
San Jose, Calif.
Henry 15. Stewart,
who on Murch 1 was given Judgment
against
for
$,'04,810,332,91 2,005.47
George Jones by Judge J. II. Welch in
the Superior Court, has started pro-- '
ceedings to collect. Sheriff George W.
I.yle located $20.94 deposited to the
credit of Jones In a local hunk, w hich
he attached. After judgment represents the amount due Stewart on a
promissory note for $100, executed by
Jones over twenty years ago, calling
for Interest at 10 per cent compounded
monthly until the debt was puld.

This

Coffin

Is Straube's Pride and Joy.

he placed In his hand Immediately
after death.
So some time In the future one may
hear a bell ring In Mary's Landing
cemetery, nnd they will know that It
s Straube coming to life, breathing
the cool air and eating his sandwich,
waiting for some one to unswer the
bell und bring him to the surface and
to the outside world.
MAN

COMES BACK TO PRISON
Institution in West
Virginia, but Returns of His
Own Accord.

Escapes From

Point Pleasant, W. Vn. When a man
breaks out of jail It Is usually with
the Intention of staying away from it,
but the rule does not upply to Strother
Colley of this county, who escaped
from the Mason county Jail here some
months ago. He was sentenced to a
four months' term for sending a
threatening letter through the mulls.
Sheriff John F. Lewis was aroused
from his bed by the ringing of the Jail
doorbell. He responded and was sur
prised to find Colley standing there
Colley said lie had come back to eat.
He had wandered over several states
since leaving' the Jail, had been unable
to obtain employment and was also
ful widow, who declared that shortly unable to get "three squares" a dny.
before he died Victor confessed that Colley had three months of his senhe had an illegitimate son and gave tence to serve, and he figured It was
her the hitter's baby clothes, embroid- easier to eat by staying in Jail than
ered with the boy's Initials, to keep. roaming the country.
This widow produced these garments
In court and the mother collapsed at
Puts Mixed Jury In Separate Rooms.
the sight of them.
Madison, Wis. The problem of the
While Vincent sued for only $25,000
of the men and women on a
the jury returned a verdict for more disposal
Jury when It is bedtime has
than twice that amount on the ground mixed
befen solved by Judge J. A. Hoppniann
thnt Vincent had lived In obscurity all
Dane county, Wisconsin, who dehis life and had been deprived of of
crees that they be given separate
his
have
which
been
might
rights
rooms. The sheriff is to watch ever
years ago for the asking.
his wife guards the
The suit was botly cor'isted by the the men, while
women members of the Jury.
of
the brewer.
heirs

Widow's Evidence Doubles Jury's Award
N. J.

WANTED LOCAL MAN

Features
Triangle; Odd
In
district.

Transcript,
DOES IT
ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E
When shoes pinch or corns and bunloni
ache, get a package of ALLEN'S FOOTa
BASE, the antiseptic powder to be shaken into
the shoes. It' takes the sting out of corn,
and bunions, gives Instant relief to Smarting,
1, 500,000 pounds ot
Aching, Swollen feet,
powder for the feet were used by our Army
and Navy during- the war. Advertisement.

jiS

Most Prized Article of Furniture
in German's Home Is Made

Oil Subject to Action by Congress.
Washington.
Disposition of oil received by the government under leases
entered Into with private concerns In
the California and Wyoming reserves
will be subject to action by Congress,
Secretary Denby recently told the Senate appropriation committee. "We do
not feel at liberty to use this without
the approval of Congress," said Mr.
Denby. He had reiterated that the object of the lenses was the development
of a war emergency supply of oil.

Farm Products Valued at
$280,000,000 in 1919.
Washington. Products of the farms
of the country had a gross value of
in 1U1I), the census bu$21,42,j,ti2,'l,014
was an increuse
reau announces.
of 102.2 per cent, or $12,9;il,3'.)3,:!07,
over 1900 when their gross value was
Colorado

Tlt

$8,41)4,2:10,307.

Iowa led all states' In gross value of
farm products with a total of
Texas was second state with
$1,309,471, "On. Illinois was third with
$1,447,-938,47-

$1,298,900,947.
The gross value of crops produced
aggregated $14,755,304,S94. Texas led
In production of crops with a total
value of $1,071,542,103. Iowa was second with $890,391,299, and Illinois
third with $804,737,833.
Colorado's gross value of farm products was given ns $280,205,837; live
stock products, $26,921,222, and animals slaughtered, $70,000,000.
Wyoming's gross, $08,153,818; live
animals
stock products $14,004,109;

slaughtered, $23,700,0(X).
Colorado's crop value was placed at
$181,005,230; forest products, $503,470,
and nursery nnd green house products,
$1,145,326.

8ovlet Will Cease Use of Gold.
Moscow. The soviet
government
has decided to refrain from using the
gold ruble as a calculating unit. The
difference

In

exchange between paper

nd goltl has been Increasing so rapidly that' fenre were expressed In finan-

cial circles thnt the whole existing
wage and payment system might be
shattered. Onep lan under consideration Is thnt of a decree determining a
goods Index ns the calculating unit.
This Index would determine the wage
nd the value of the goods.

.
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The troops of Gen. Wu Pel Fu, the
central Chinese commander, have sur's
rounded Peking. Gen. Chang
nrmy in the vicinity of Peking
has been scattered. All railroad traffic
out of Peking has been suspended.
A lorry was driven
into crowded
Cronmc square in Belfast recently and
six men, who bad been tarred and
feathered were thrown off; then (hey
were permitted to run to shelter. It Is
understood they were cnught pilfering.
Ten persons were wounded by the
police nnd ten were arrested while the
police were dispersing a demonstration of municipal workers outside the
town ball In Merlin. The demonstration was held in connection with a dispute over wages.
"France," said n high official of the
government, "will not recognize the
Itussinn soviet government until the
United States does. France has kept
in
a free hand
tills matter, and It
makes no difference what action the
Genoa conference may take."
Claiming to have discovered the existence of a highly developed espion
age system organized by comniunlses
in France for die benet.t of the Itus- sian soviet government, the French
police have made three arrests In connection with the alleged plot.
France will stand with Belgium in
opposing that part of the allies' mem- iranduin to Itussln dealing with the
property in Russia of foreign owners.
In consequence of this decision, which
was communicated to Premier Lloyd
George by M. Barthou, head of the
French delegation, another crisis lias
arisen, which endangers the confer

Southwest News
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IN PARAGRAPHS
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HT FROM THE NETWORK
WIRES ROUND ABOUT

THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT
CONDENSED

EVENTS

FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.
(WMtirn

Ncspip

Union

Nes Senlo.

)

WESTERN
The promise made by W. S. Coburn,
grand goblin of the Pacific domain of
Hie Ku Klux Klun, that all who participated In the recent raid made by
wanked men at Englewood, neur I.os
Angeles, would surrender In a body,
went unfulfilled.
Lambert Hritz, said by the police to
ie a member of a wealthy Brooklyn
mil v, was taken into custody in San
Francisco in connection with the hold- ing up of the Hilltop branch of the Citizens Trust Company of Columbus,
Ohio. .Six robbers are said to have obtained $8,:K).
William S. Kstnver, accused of the
murder of Mrs. Anna C. Johnson, wife
of a Denver contractor, lias been positively identified as Paul V. Hartley,
who escaped from tile
stale penitentiary, It was
nerlcd by l?en.iindn Ktillmnn,
of the Arizona stale penitentiary
at Florence.
The East won the Kast versus West
.national tennis tournament at lierke-leby taking the fiflli and deciding
match of (he five played, three sets to
I wo.
It was anybody's tournament until the end of the Inst set. The West
and
look tin; first set of the match
each alternated wins with the easterners taking be final set.
Governor Xcff of Texas has ordered
two detachments of slate rangers to
tie sent to Fairfield, county scat of
Freestone county, to prevent an uprising of negroes which Sheriff W. 51.
.Mayo of Freestone county said was imThe sheriff said the negroes
minent.
of the county are threatening to
avenge the deatli of the throe negroes
who were burned ut Kii'vin.
Service of a summons in a .? -- 100
milt was the first note of welcome to
Mary Miles Mintor, famous motion picture star, when she landed In San
Francisco from Honolulu, where she
for the past six
Jinn been resting
weeks.
Evering II. Furmuii, I.os Angeles, alleged Miss Minler had been
forgetful in paying for two etchings
.find nn oil painting, tliev nine of which
was $', KM.
The bodies of John It. Ilanify,
wealthy lumberman, and George Anderson, a boatman, were found entangled In the wreckage of the yacht
Quart near Hayward on the Alameda
(aide of San Francisco bn.v. The Quart
a
knockabout, was one
of several small pleasure boats cruising off Coyote Point, San Mateo comity. Stiff weather was encountered anil
Hcveral of the boats met with mishap,
l)iit all were accounted for save the
Quart.
r
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WASHINGTON
The Chinese government lias ratified
the Washington conference treaties to
which China was signatory, and the
rthanlung treaty, negotiated during the
conference with Japan, according to
advices received by the Chinese lega-

tion at Washington. Thee onference
treaties to which China was signatory
are the general Chinese policies pact
.find the convention on Chinese cus-
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ltecngnized on the street of Seattle,
Wash., as an escaped life tenner from

the Illinois state penitentiary at Juliet,
lolm It. Koetters is being held for Il
linois authorities.
Michael J. Finn, 01 years old, jfirt
iwner and business manager of the
Omaha Western League baseball club,
pitched forward in his grandstand seat
at a recent game with Tulsa at Omaha
and died without regaining consciousness.
Heart failure Is given as the
cause of bis death. Mr. Finn's collapse
followed n home run hit by Yank Da
vis, a Tulsa player.
Charges that the Itnessler Ilasluclier
Chemical Company of Xew York, a former (ieriiian-ownci- l
concern, made "unconscionable profits" during the World
war, were made In the Senate by Senator Smoot, Republican, Utah, during
of debate as to
a general cross-firwhether the company should be given
a tariff protection of 10 per cent ad
valorem on Its production of cyanide.
Eli Du Pity, manager of Hotel Margaret in Brooklyn Heights, New York,
and Albert Bradlch, a vermin exterminator, were held In $."1,000 bail on
warrants of suspicion of homicide by
Magistrate Geisninr, as the result of
the deaths at the hotel recently of Mr.
and Mrs. Fremont M. Jackson, who are
alleged to have been killed by fumigating gas. Du Puy and Bradich are alleged to have caused the deaths by
negligence in not properly sealing the
rooms in which the fumigating gas was
e

Jesse Barnes, veteran pitcher of the
New York Nationals, almost duplicated
the perfect game pitched by Charles
Robertson of the Chicago Americans
recently when he pitched a hitless
game against the Philadelphia team,
the Giants winning, 0 to 0. Only one
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group of British and American
lias volunteered to treat outside Peking men wounded in battle. It
is reported that many wounded were
found
nt Cliaiigsinteln and Fengtai
The
who had received no attention.
assertion is made the contending armies are without base hospitals, dress
ing stations, bandages or means of
transportation.
A

doctors

Foreign trade of the United Slates
cow is higher than its prewar level,
Secretary Hoover declared recently in
nnd analysis of the country's overseas
commerce situation. Despite the postwar depression, he said, "we have held
on."
The experiment of decentralizing the
work of internal revenue lieadipiarters,
which will be made in the four Pacific
coast cities of Portland, I.os Angeles,
I'd coma and Sun Francisco probably
will be Inaugurated within a month, it
vas 8aid at the treasury.
Royalties accruing to the government on oil and gas production on
leased public lands during March
amounted to $001,725, the bureau of
mines announced recently. Of this
amount, $!r.000 was credited to
,nilng, $1)0,000 to California, and $."",- COO to Montana.
rtfre,Vj,.for
fpOQr t"T

nw

King George and Queen Mary, with
suite Including Field Marshal Earl
Halg and Admiral Lord Heatty recently left London for Belgium to be the
guests of King Albert and Queen Eliz
abeth. Troops lined the breakwater
it the eastern pier In Dover as the roy
al party embarked on the yacht Alexandra, which was escorted across the
channel by nine destroyers.
i
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appropriation of $1,000,-Aw- r
survey and designing of a
o !.,', Jock at Juneau, Alaska, the Wur,Ie-- ,
.jinJC'ine"1. reporting the construction of
now .''"'''k there would materially ret v j, duce
costs and shipping de-operating
rt'fi
lays.
Two joint resolutions amending the
constitution, both designated to
light wines nnd beer, and u bill
i
truvlillftg. In effect, for submission of
itke sa;n,e question .to. a referendum
,.YOtfti have,., been Introduced In the
lOUie,hjJ.t.(ipresentatlve Ansijrge, Ite-- I
ju
publican, .New York..
In association with representatives
lit the state railwuy and utilities
the Interstate Commerce
Commission has agreed upon a plan
of federal aid state
for
regulatory bodies In consideration of
transportation difficulties.

'"an

ence.
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base on halls marred Barnes' great performance.
Records show that 2,1 0.1.4 miles of
federal aid highways have been completed since I'.llO In Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Nevada, Utah,
and that
Arizona and New Mexico,
funds have been allotted for nn additional ,'i,"0'i.- - miles, making a total of
."i,407 miles.. It is said $!),071,ST4 Is now
available for new projects in those
states.
Bishop Eugene It. Hendrix, senior
bishop of the Methodist Episcopal
church, South, in Kansas City, has tendered his resignation from the church
In a letter sent to the Methodist conference nt Hot Springs, Ark. Failing
health was assigned as his reason for
leaving his church work, after serving
for thirty-siyears. He has been in
the ministry for
years and
Is now 75 years old.
Dr. C. E. Seashore, psychologist of
the National Research CounciJ nnd
member of the National' Acadeniy of
Sciences at Washington, has character
ized Sir Arthur Cnnnn Doyle's jiroofs
of spirit communication as "theresult
of trickery" and "crass evldonce4whieh
Is certain to be exposed."
j
A tornado of terrific
proportions
struck Austin, Texas, recently. Waters
of the Colorado river, swollen from
heavy rains, burled fur into the air as
winds moved south
the typhoon-likward. Reports indicate that the storm
almost encircled Austin.
x
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YOUTHFUL RADIO WIZARD EQUIPS
FLIVVER WITH WIRELESS OUTFIT

TARIFF FIGHT

FOREIGN

From All Over

ON IN SENATE

New Mexico

and Arizona

SENATOR

DECLARES
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Santa Fe will have a teachers' insti
tute In June. So Prof. J. D. Sllva,
principal of the school at Clenega,
stated recently, stating that a suffi
cient number of teachers had been
signed

up.

"The Colorado nnd Gils rivers must
be dammed by holding back in reservoirs their destructive utrength," he
asserted. These floods and their force
can be utilized for power and land
reclamation,"
The Tucson High School baseball
team captured the high school cham
pionship nt Tucson by defeating the
Ulla Academy nine, 2 to 1, In the third
and deciding game of the University
Week tournament staged at Tucson.
The work of clearing the ground for
the new First National Bank building
in Albuquerque lias been started and
actual construction will be started
soon. When completed the new build
lug will cost over half a million dol
luri.
The summer conference of the Prot
estant Episcopal missionary district of
New Mexico and West Texas will be
Decision
held In Las Vegas July
to hold the conference there was made
at the convocation, held in Las Vegas
last February.
Manganese shipments from the Bos
ton Hill district near Silver City have
been heavy recently, most of the ore
going to the 'plants of the Colorado
Fuel & Iron Company nt Pueblo, Colo.
A large force of men Is now employed
at the mines.
A prairie fire, which started In one
of the canons of Roy, N. M., burned
over several sections recently, and
came near destroying the homes of sev
oral ranchers. The fact that there was
little wind probably saved the homes
of many of the ranchers.
Thousands of little trout will be
placed In the streams of Colfax coun
ty this spring by the sportsmen of lta
ton, N. M. A shipment of 10,000 was
placed In the streams fn the Cimarron
country. All were from the hatcnery
n the Pucus and arrived in good con
dition.
At the request of the mothers of the
city, the Hot Springs, N. M., council
lias passed a curfew ordinance and in
he future all the kiddies must be oft
the streets by 9 o'clock in the evening.
Several of the mothers have offered to
ict as night marshal of the town to
see that this Is enforced.
A new western empire with an assemblage of industries that will astonish the world will result from harnessing of the Colorado river, Colonel Wil
liam A. Glassford declared at a dinner
In Phoenix of the National Reclamation Association. He is chairman of
the association's committee on organ'
ization.
can be
Tlie progress of Arizona
traced with accuracy by the development of her road building, Governoi
Tbos. E. Campbell told delegates to the
United States Good Roads Association
in' an address of welcome which fea
tured the opening program of the na-

tional

convention

recently

held

in

Phoenix.

Selection of Greenville, S. C, as the
1923 convention city of the United
States Good Roads and the Biinkhead
National Highway Associations; reelection of all national officers of the
Iiankliead Asociation, and adoption ot
a report recommending
extension of
the Lunkhead system to Mexico City
were features of the closing session ol
the two good roads organizations' annual joint meeting nt Phoenix.
Plats have been filed in Lordsburg
X. M, for the neiv town of Vlrden, lo
ented In some of the best funning country of the upper Gila river country.
There are already several houses on
the new site and stre 's have been laid
out running east, west, north and
south. A tree planting campaign will
bo started soon.
Nogales recently entertained one ol
visthe largest crowds of
itors In its history. Fully 2,000 people
visited from Phoenix, Tucson nnd other points, attracted by a hull fight, held
in Plaza liefornia in Nogales, Sonora
In honor of delegates to (lie United
.States Good Honda and Banlcliead National Highway Associations' conventions, concluded nt Phoenix.
Hugh Kennedy, 17, of
Mnyfleld,
Okla., died while en route to a Pres-cot-t
hospital from Ash Fork, as a result of gunshot wounds and injuries
sustained in a fall from an east bound
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe freight
train near Sellgumn, Ariz. Kennedy,
who partially recovered consciousness
before his death, told officers that he
had been thrown from the train aftet
having been shut twice by an unknowr

PLAN IS DEFENDED
SENATE. TO CONSIDER OBJECTIONS RAISED TO FLEXIBLE TARIFF.
(Wvuro Nmpiptr Union

News

Santa.)

Washington. An attack on the flex
ible tariff plan proposed by the Senate
finance committee on the recommendation of President Harding, was
launched In the Senate and in the
course of the four hours' debate Chair
man McCumber, in charge of the tariff
bill, announced that some of the objec
tions raised to the plan would be considered by the committee before final
Senate action on it.
Senator Walsh, Democrat, Montana,
opened the discussion with the delivery of a prepared address in which he
cited many authorities and court decisions to support his argument that the
provisions were unconstitutional. Sen
ators Underwood of Alabama and Sim
mons of North Carolina, the Democratic lenders, joined with him, arguing that for the first time in the history of the country it was proposed to
protect the profits of American manufacturers.
Chuirman McCumber and Senator
Smoot of Utah, ranking Republicans
on the finance committee, defended
the plan, the former insisting that if
the American producer raised his price
to an exorbitant figure it was not con- emplated that the President would in- rease tariff duties to protect him.
Senator Smoot expressed doubt that
the President would have to act in one
more case out of a thousand and added
that the rule laid down under which he
ould act was so plain that there was
no doubt about its constitutionality.
Senator Walsh told the senate that
the constitution specifically reserved
to Congress the power to lay and col- ect taxes and import duties, and that
Congress could not delegate this au
thority. He also attacked the flexi- de plan on the ground that no pro
vision was made for judicial review
f the President's action in changing
ates or classifications and contended
that the rule laid down under which
the President was to act "to equalize
conditions of competition In trade"
was so indefinite that the President
could take into consideration many
elements aside from production costs.
In this connection the speaker said
debate on the bill had disclosed that
the committee made no investigation
yielding any fruit Into the relative
cost of production in this country and
abroad, but had been guided largely,
if not wholly, by the prices of the
domestic and foreign articles In the
American market.
Replying to Senator Walsh, Senator
McCumlier said the President would
be authorized to take into considera
tion every factor bearing upon the
question of competition in trade, and
that these factors might include the
matter of exchange, labor costs,
freight rates, export duties and laws
nnd regulations in the country of
origin nnd any other matters nffect- ng equality In the markets of the
United States."
"American manufacturers," he de- lared, "are not much Interested in
what an article costs abroad, but in
what it is being laid down for In the
American market."
Lloyd George Still Confident.
Genoa.
Optimism Is still professed
The little
by Premier Lloyd George.

Welshman was still smiling, but most
of the delegates no longer have the
heart to smile. "Many difficulties
worse than this have been passed and
we shall pass this one," said Mr.
"We have come to
Joyd George.
Genoa to overcome such differences ;
therwise, why have the conference."
Genoa echoed with all sorts of rumors
about the breaking up of the entente
nd the imminent dissolution of the
economic conference.
Chinese Civil War Is Over.
Tientsin. The war between the
and Gen.
forces of Gen. 'yu Pei-Fis over as far as
Chang Tso-LiTientsin is concerned. The last organized body of Chang's troops, the
second cavalry division, surrendered
and gave up Its nrni3 eight miles from
Tientsin. The defeated men were
given new clothing nnd $5 each.' The
British volunteers have been detnob- Ized and all extraordinary precau
tions relaxed, General Wu having assumed full responsibility for the pro
tection of the city.
u

n

traveling companion.
From $8.50 to $3.50 a ton on cottot
seed from Las Cruces to El Paso is tlu
Many Homeless in Flood District.
reduction announced by W. It. Brown,
Approxlmate-70,00New
Orlens, La.
general freight agent of the Snnta F
nnd child
men, women
Railway Company nt El Paso, In a let- ren are Homeless
in Mississippi
ter to Robert P. Porter, head of the
Louislann as the result of
Porter Lumber Company
at Las and
the Mississippi river flood and of this
Cruces.
umber 40,000 are being fed, sheltered
Articles of Incorporation for the nd clothed by the Red Cross nnd
Copper Queen Extension Mining Com- other organizations, it has been offi
pany of Blsbee have been npproved by cially announced by various relief
the State Corporation Commission. The bodies. No
provisions have been made
new company wns Incorporated with a
who have
to aid the 30,000
of
$1,500,000, divided
npltttl stock
not reached the refugee camps, the
shares of the par value of $1 each Statement said.
0
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George Frost, seventeen-year-olpresident of Lane Technical High School
Radio club, has equipped his flivver with a radio phone. The antenna Is carried on the top of the coupe body on four sticks, placed at each corner. Young
Frost uses a loud speaker with the set and In the tests the music and other
radio messages could be heard at some distance from the car.
Frost is a senior. He already has been called upon to do several complicated jobs of radio installation.
d

GARAGE OWNERS

SECURE MOST SPEED
OUT OF AUTOMOBILE

DISREGARD LAW
Motor Pulls Best When Throttle

Secretary Emmerson Says Cars
Brought

in

for Repairs Are

Not Registered.

Is Partly Open.
Adjustment Depends on Carburetor
and Particular Make of Car Perfect Mixture Will Always
Make Strongest Explosion.

INCREASING NUMBER OF GARS
Legislature Finds It Difficult to Keep
BuWith
Conditions
Pace
lletins Would Assist in
Finding Stolen Autos.
Few public garages are .complying
the law requiring the registration of all automobiles brought in for
storage or repairs, Secretary of State
Emmerson (Illinois) declares.
The legislature, Secretary Emmerson asserted, is finding difficulty In
keeping pace with conditions brought
about by the increasing number of
automobiles and the garage registration law was passed as an Intended
aid to the recovery of stolen cars.
Twenty-fivyears ago, the secretary
pointed out, there were four automobiles In the United States. Today the
number Is something like 10,500,000.
with

e

The purpose of a throttle in an automobile Is to control the speed and
power output of the motor. Under
usual conditions the wider the throttle
is opened the greater the speed of the
car and the more horse power the engine will develop. In theory this should
always be so, but in practice It Is not,
writes G. W. Iverson In the Orange
Judd Farmer. Every experienced
driver knows that under certain conditions the greatest speed and the
most power is not developed when the
throttle is fully opened but when it Is
only partially opened.
In a slow heavy pull up a hill or In
the mud the motor will pull better and
hang on longer If the throttle Is partly
closed. The same thing Is true In
speeding. Just how much to open the
throttle under these conditions depends upon the adjustment of the carburetor and the make oj'the car. Usually It Is about half the maximum
opening. The driver should experiment with his own car and find out
which opening will be the best for his
own particular car.
The reason for this Is that carburetIf properly
ors are not perfect.
for one speed, they will not be
right for another speed. Unless the
motor gets a perfect mixture It will
A
not get the strongest explosion.
given volume of air will absorb only a
certain amount of gasoline vapor. A
mixture containing less vapor than
this will have excess which does not
burn during the explosion. If It has
excess vapor some of the vapor does
not burn. In either case the explosion Is weaker than it should be.
Keeping the throttle only partly open
tends to correct some of the laulta of
the carburetor and gives a more perfect mixture. Try it the next time you
climb a long hill on high.

Pass Mark Last Year.
"In Illinois." he said, "our hard
road system is predicated upon the expectation of a continued prosperity for
the automobile trade. In 1917, when
the $60,000,000 bond issue was adopt
ed, careful estimates were made ot a
probable automotive future. It was
estimated that the saturation point
would be 600,000 cars and that this
point would be reached In 1924. We
passed this mark last year and will
exceed it by 100,000 this year.
"Of all the automobile laws the one
most generally ignored is that requiring garage owners to keep a register
of the numbers of all automobiles
brought into the garage.
"If it is a good law it should be observed and If it is not a good law It
should be repealed.
"The purpose of the law was to assist in finding stolen automobiles.
"I am required, under an act of the
last general assembly, to issue a weekFOR STARTING CRANK
ly bulletin, giving the numbers of all HOLDER
stolen automobiles which are reported
to me by the police officers and sheriffs Arrangement Outlined for Keeping
in various sections of the state. These
Device in Place Will Be Found
bulletins are sent to all police officers
Very Effective.
and sheriffs and if each garage kept a
register of cars brought in for repairs
On some older types of automobiles
or storage It would greatly aid in find- no provision was made for securing
automobiles.
the
missing
ing
the starting crank when it was disengaged. The arrangement shown hereProtects Garage Man.
with for holding the starting crank Is
"In many instances It would be a easy to make and apply and will be
protection to the garage owner. Not found very effective. The sketch shows
long ago a garage owner wrote In and
asked to have a special number given
to an engine of an automobile which
1
he had in storage in his shop, In orI
s&n
der that he might sell the car to pay
for Storage and repairs. Investigation
showed that the car had been brought
In, a number of accessories ordered
put on it, and the owner had never
called for it. The engine number had
UMMb
been effaced. Evidently the car had
been stolen. We refused to issue the
that 8llps
special number because It would be The Pin on the
Into a Notch for Holding Crank In
aiding In the disposal of a Btolen autoan Upright Position.
mobile.
"If the garage owner had obeyed
shaft held In a
usual
the
the law and looked for the number
when the car was brought In he would bearing fastened to the underside of
have discovered uie deception and the radiator channel.
device consists
The
prevented the running up of a bill for
of a hardened steel pin driven In the
storage and accessories."
large part of the clutch shaft so that
It will engage the slot plate when the
Clean Distributer Head.
Do not overlook the distributer head spring forces the shaft outward. When
In your spring cleaning. Remove It cranking the motor the pin c'&rs the
carefully and clean out the dust slot plate. The pin Is either a' drive
around the segments with gasoline and fit In the clutch shaft or Is threaded.
a cloth. If the segments are very black If the shaft Is hardened It will be
nse fine sandpaper and wipe off care- necessary to anneal It before trying
fully afterward. Finish with a Uttle to drill the holes. W. Burr Bennett,
la Popular Science Monthly.
oil on finger.
'
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BARS OWN- - INVENTION

Egypt of Today
Is Little Known
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RAVAGES OF JIM'

1

TO AVOID SWARMING

tew

In which

one of the earliest places
World at Large More Familiar isman
lived an ordered Ufa and left
With Civilization of the Days
records of his activities.
.
"After the long reign of the Phar
of

Less Troublesome in Some
calities Than Others.
1

His

1

Raids

on

Cornfield

aohs Egypt had Its Grecian and
Boman regimes which brought but few
changes. Then in 641 A. D. came the
PEOPLE ARE MUCH THE SAME invasion of the Saracens, from which
time began Egypt's Mohammedan
history. For a time the country was
Peasant of Today Might Hav Stopped a province of the Arabian Caliphs;
later It was independent, though still
From Ancient Carving Now
Mohammedan, under the Mamelukes;
Hat Flret King Since the
and finally, In 1510, It became a
Ptolemaio Regime.
province of Turkey, which controlled
It first through a governor and later
sucC.
Fuad
D.
Washington,
King
through a sort of hereditary viceroy
ceeds Cleopatra.
"When Great Britain abandoned Its or kbedlve.
protectorate over Egypt, and the Sultan of the Nile country changed bis "For the third time Europe took a
title to king, he became the first king band In the affairs of Egypt Inof 1798
the
of Egypt since the Ptolemaic regime," when Napoleon won his battle
The British drove the
Pyramids.
says a bulletin issued from the
D. C, headquarters of the French out in 1801 and turned the
country back to Turkey. In 1809 came
National Geographic society.
De
"The old Egypt of millenniums ago the building of the Suez canal by
is in many ways more famlllur to the Lesseps, which has given Europe an
Interest In Egyptian afworld at large than the Egypt of toTo
fairs.
European bondprotect
day," continues the bulletin. "Pictures
Britain
of Us great pyramids and sphinxes. Its holders France and Great
made a Joint intervention in 1879 and
columned temples and
tombs fill histories and encyclopedias; for a while controlled finances. The
the khedive
and Inevitably the reader's attention uprising of 1882 against British
alone,
Is centered, not on the problems of was suppressed by the
controlled finances
that
after
and
they
of
on
but
evidences
the
rather
today,
without assistance. The government
a dead civilization.
as"But aside from the fact that mum was In effect Egyptian with British
suzernominal
the
with
and
sistance
one
was
for many years
my hunting
of the leadlnc private industries of ainty of Turkey acknowledged.
"When the World war begun Great
the country; and that now convicts,
Instead of building roads, excavate Britain established a protectorate,
tombs and temples for the govern- abolished Turkey's suzerainty, deposed
and apment, the old monuments are merely the Germanophlle khedive,
a background for a life nurd enough pointed another prince of the family to
to center local thoughts mostly on be sultan. The British protectorate
Is now being withdrawn, but instead
'
"tfally
of the former Turkish Interest being
a
seems
large
"Superficially Egypt
is set up as an Indecountry. The eye sees its color spread restored, Egypt
over a considerable part of the north pendent kingdom."
eastern quarter of the map of Africa,
and statistics credit It with un area
of more than 350,000 square miles. But
the real Egypt the habitable part is
like a cord with a frayed end: the narrow valley and flaring delta of the
Nile. Except a few scattered oases,
most of the rest of the nominal Egypt
Is parched desert sand, gravel and
rocky hills. Of Its more than a third
of a million square miles of territory,
about 12,000 are estimuted to be ca Ahead of France and Most Other
pable of cultivation, and considerable
European Countries in Compart of this has not yet been tilled.
mercial Aviation.
Peasant Like Figure From Carvings.
"In comparing the Egypt of today
'
with that of the duwn of history one
Is divided between wonder at the
DEVELOP PRACTICAL FLYING
marked changes on the surface and
fundasome
In
lack
of change
the
mentals. The Egyptian of today does United States on Top in Mileage and
not speak his old tongue, but Instead,
Carried 1,279,000 More Pounds In
Arabic; his old gods are forgotten,
Forced
1921 Than Did France
a
and he has with the exception of
Stop Mastered,
small minority adopted the religion
But in spite of numerof Mohammed.
Washington. The United States is
ous Wrvaslons, the blood of the rrreat
and most other Euromajority of the population 'ias been leading France In
the practice of comaltered hardly at all. Practically the pean countries
it is shown In remercial
e
aviation,
h:
or
might
peasants,
fellaheen,
Commerce
department
the
to
ports
ancient
the
from
carvings:
stepped
America.
they are but a fresh generation of throughout
More than 1,713,000 miles were
the men who dragged the great blocks
of stone Into place to build the arti- flown in the United States in 1921 by
ficial mountains of the Pharaohs.
air mail planes, which rank as comMail carried totaled
almost
resources
are
wholly mercial plunes.
"Egypt's
The record for
1,160,000
pounds.
In
the
and
agricultural
agricultural,
received
by the Commerce
Just
France,
millions
of
fellaheen
are
the
scheme
: Miles flown,
as
follows
is
work
department,
units.
the ultimate
long
They
mail car1,300,000;
thun
more
soil
with
crude slightly
hours scratching the
pounds.
21,000
Implements, or tediously raising water ried,
In mileage the American planes lead
In skin buckets attached to pivoted
25 per cent. In the
poles that the thin stream may save France by nearly
their plants from parching. Taxes mall record American planes carried
are heavy, and It is the lowly fella- 55 times as much weight.
It is customary for aviation enthuheen who keei the treasury supplied.
of
"There is little cause to marvel at siasts to berate the development
" Egypt's checkered history. A simple commercial aviation in the United
reason Is that she began early. Here Stutes in comparison with the use of

ATTACKS

Inclination to

rock-Uew- n

WILD BIRDS

pillars, White Grubi and
Other Insects,

Khedive-Sultan-Kin-

Photograph of Alexander Graham
Bell, taken at Miami, Fla., where he
birthday
celebrated his seventy-fiftrecently at the residence of his daughter, Mrs. David Falrchlld of Cocoanut
Mrs. Falrchlld recently said
Grove.
In a public address that the famous
Inventor never would have a telephone near his study and hence there
is no telephone in the Falrchlld home.
h

Bellboys' Tips Bought Farm.
Joplin, Mo. Bert B. Cox, bellboy at
a hotel here, purchased with the tips
he has saved In the last eleven years
a farm lying in a fertile valley south
of Joplin, paying $8,000 for it. He
Intends to grow fruit and berries and
raise chickens on it.
"Hard to save the money?" said
Cox. "Why, no; It was a comparatively easy matter, Of course, you
have to get the saving habit. Once
that Is done, your pile will grow."
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Control of Swarming
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the marketing of their products than
do those who ignore the seasonal
or.
price fluctuations. In the past one
Hib ohlef difficulties confronting those)
who wished to profit by such Informa
tion was that relloble figures wnicn
ehnwed the monthlv trend of prices for
crops and live stock were not readily
available. For that reason "Market
e
bulletin
Statistics," a
hv the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, should prove
especially valuable. It was prepareu
es
Dy the bureau of markets and crop
timates.
In the rase of hoes, for example, ac
tual averaee Drices are given for each
of the last eleven years, month by
month, for several of the more important market centers. Tables show
tha nvt.rn to monthlv prices for the
eleven years combined. The man who
ships hogs to Chicago can find out
from a table In this bulletin that tne
average December price Is 9 per cent
average.
lower than the eleven-yea- r
The average September price is a
aver
per cent above the eleven-yea- r
age. When comparing Septemiier, me
highest month, with December, the
lowpst month, it is seen that the Sep
tember price for the eleven years is
19 per cent above the December price,
with such information available one
can often adjust his farm operations
so as to get his stock ready ror market durlmr the months of average high
He may also see where it
prices.
would be profitable to hold his crops
for marketing In months or nigner
than average prices.
The bulletin gives such information
for all classes of live stock, including
hnirs cuttle, sheen and their manu
factured products. There are statistics

in
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MARKETING

the United Btatoa Department
of Agriculture.)
Farslghted farmers get more money
for their live stock and crops by folIn
lowing the law of average prices

United State Department
(Prepared br the
of Agriculture.)
Honey production on an extensive
scale makes It necessary sometimes to
distribute the colonies of bees in several apiaries to avoid overstocking.
Then comes the serious problem of
controlling the swarm. Swarm control
is less difficult in producing extracted
It Is less
honey than with comb-honetroublesome In some locations than In
others. The reasons for these differences are Important In devising measThese,
ures for swarm prevention.
and other problems relating to swarming are discussed in Farmers' Bulletin
1198, issued recently by the United
States Department of Agriculture.
This bulletin may be had, free, upon
request addressed to the division of

-
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Department of Agriculture Publishes
Bulletin Showing Monthly Trend
of Prices.

short-slght-s- d

Youngest and Oldest Veteran

h

INFORMATION

Reduced

irai

America Leads
in Air Traffic

passen-

It

(Prepared br the United Statu Department
of Agriculture.)
Like most outlaws, the notorious
Jim Crow has some points that are
g
citicommended
among
zens, but when he Is a bad bird he
is a hard-boile- d
egg. His springtime
ravages on the cornfield are largely
responsible for his unsavory reputation, but he has added to It by occa
sional raids on the poultry yard, dep
redations on wild birds, and attacks
on crops other than corn. At certain publications.
seasons and In certain localities he
Some strains of bees, the Departbecomes such a nuisance and a detri
ment of Agriculture says, have
ment to farming that he must be stronger tendency to swarm than nth-warned by making an example of some
members of his gang.
Jim is only about half bad, and because of his better half, which does
not mean his wife, who Is Just as
black as he is, It Is not advisable to
treat him too harshly. Nearly one-fift- h
of his food Is made up of insects, and he Includes on his menu
some of the farmer's worst enemies-grasshop- pers,

Been Going Too Far.
Probably we could not get along so
well without Jim Crow as with him.
Killing oft the whole family, If that
were possible, would be a
policy. So, when the United States
Department of Agriculture recommends the poisoning of crows, this
measure should be looked upon merely as a warning to Jim and his family
that they have been going too far and
that they can't get away with everything. They are wary enough not to
aeed many repetitions of the lesson.
Every spring farmers revive their
aid feud with the Jim Crow family,
tarrying on a desultory battle by
means of scarecrows, epithets, and the
more effective deterrents of coal tar
planes for business and pleasure pur- and poison. Coal tar, which may be
poses in France, England, Gerinuny secured at
gas plants and some paint
and other places in Europe.
uhops, is not a poison, but It Imparts
Make Dally Trips.
s disagreeable gassy odor to the seed
Airplanes are running regularly be- Kraln that is distasteful to crows and
tween Paris, London and other Con jther pests.
It has the advantage,
tinental points, it is emphasized, mak
ot possessed by some other detering trips daily on schedule like rail- rents on the market, of not affecting
road trains. Much Is made of the fact the germination of the corn when
that large numbers of passengers are jsed in limited quantities. A
Is used to half a bushel of
transported as well as baggage. Fly
ing from London to Paris for lunch seed.
and an afternoon In the shops is said
Strychnine la Favored.
to be an everyday occurrence in
Is
The best deterrent, however,
Europe. Wide publicity Is given to the strychnine, which may be applied to
numerous air trips taken by Premier ;orn In a paste made up In the proLloyd George and other government
portion of one ounce of powdered
officials.
two
tablespoonfuls of
strychnine,
American flying men, calling atten :tarch, end one and
pints of
tion to these reports, lament that the water to 20 quarts of corn. The starch
flying machine, although Invented and and strychnine are put Into the water,
developed In this country, is not being which Is heated to boiling, and stirred
developed for practical purposes.
well when the starch begins to thickThe development of practical flying en. Tills paste Is poured on the corn
is taking place in the United States at and stirred into It until thoroughly
a greater rate than elsewhere. The distributed. The corn is spread to
carrying of mall Is distinctly a com dry and is then ready to use. This
mercial practice and one for which method is better than the old one of
the airplane Is more properly fitted at steeping the corn in a strong strychpresent than for the carrying of pas- nine solution. Because of their warsengers.
iness it will not be possible to kill
Airplanes carry mall now every day many of the crows, but a little of this
from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast
at less cost than mall can be trans
ported on the railroads, but In Europe
the commercial airplane companies
have been unable to compete with
the railroads to any extent In the matter of passenger fares unless there Is
taken Into consideration the greater
speed of an air journey.
One Problem Mastered.
Making careful observations of air
conditions, not in one section, but clear
jM..
across the continent, the Post Office
department is leurning continually
what must be known to make commercial flying more and more prac
Seasdns Jim brow Is Detical. The problem of the forced stop At Certain cided Nuisance.
has been almost completely mustered
by the postal flying department. Despoisoned corn scattered over the field
pite storms and all kinds of adverse of sprouting corn will get a few of
weather conditions, the mail goes them and the rest will take the warnthrough on schedule in the post office ing and leave. Using whole corn for
nlanes. with such regularity thut the bait lessens the danger of poisoning
few delays are negligible.
birds. Care should
smaller
The figures quoted for the mileage be taken not to distribute the poistltose oned
of French airplanes Include
grain near the form buildings
flown In the carrying of passengers where domestic animals might pick it
The
mall.
and baggage as well as
up. The crows usually do their corn
number of passengers transported pulling at some distance from the
throughout 1921 was only slightly In buildings.
,
excess of 10,000. Transportation of
Before going ahead with poisoning
passengers Is the main business of the operations which involve the spreadFrench commercial planes. This phase ing of poison It Is always advisable
of commercial flying has been more to look up laws and local regulations
fully developed In France thun In any regarding the distribution of poison.
other country.
Local conditions may modify practices
Much Is made of the French success a
gMt deal, especially in
In carrying passengers on schedule
regions.
the
If
few
uecldents.
and with but
same degree of passenger carrying
were developed in the United States GRASS AS BALANCED RATION
as exists in Frnnce, the total number
of passengers carried would be only Cost of Production of Milk and
Can Be Lowered by Use
about 50,000. .The number of persons who travel by railroad In the
of Sucoulence.
United States each year Is many millions, and the development of
Pasture grass Is considered as near
in
this a balanced ration of any one feed as
ger-carrying
airplanes
same degree of success we can get. With an abundant supply
Hfeetlnir In front of the State House in Boston Terry McCloskey, who en country in the
t,
Twenty-sixtas has been attained In France would
and
f nature's palatable, inexpensive,
First
Hundred
One
Infantry,
In
the
of
fourteen
at
the
listed
age
nine- provide for the transportation of less
nutritious and
division for the World war, and Edwin F. Wyer of Woburn, Mass.,
state and probably the old- than one per cent of those who wish !ood we can lower the cost of producin
ty years old, the oldest G. A. R. member the Bay
to travel.
tion of milk and butterfat.
state.
in
the
war veteran
bread-winnin-
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Where Colonies Have Ample
Good Combs Are
of Importance.

Doet Farmer Big Favor, However, by
Devouring
Grasshoppers, Cater-
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OTHER

Lo-

Are

Largely Responsible for His
Unsavory Reputation.

the Pharaohs.
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Difficult

Prob-le-

ers.
So, to some extent, swarming
may be reduced by careful selection
In breeding.
Colonies having large brood-chambeare less inclined to swarm than
those In quarters too small. Strong
colonies having good queens may need
60,000 to 70,000 cells for rearing of
brood, during the period of extensive
brood-rearinin the spring, in addition to the cells used for storing honey
and pollen. Colonies (having good
combs throughout are less Inclined to
than colonies
swarm
having poor
Inferior combs may greatly
combs.
Increase the swarming tendency, both
by reducing the amount of available
brood-rearin- g
space and by acting as
barriers In the way of a free expansion
The bulletin gives
of the brood-nese
a dozen or more
measures to be taken by bee owners.

Flock of Sheep Ready for Market.
of a similar nature pertaining to practically all crops which the average farEXERCISE GIZZARD MUSCLES mer has to sell. A study of the bulletin would call attention to markets
Idea Can Be Overworked
receiving large quantities of such produce. By comparing prices at several
by Poultryman Time of
markets one could reach a conclusion
Feeding Will Vary.
as to which generally pays the most
attractive prices.
Many of the most successful poultry-mefeed a part of the dally grata
A book of this nature from a book
ground. Many of these feed the publisher would cost $2 or $3, but It
ground grain moistened with milk or may be obtained at a cost of only 30
water, although more feed It dry. A cents to cover the cost of printing
fowl's gizzard can grind all kinds of from the Superintendent of Docugrain, but It Is considered more eco- ments, Washington, D. C. The departnomical to have a part of the grindment has no copies for free distribution.
ing done by steam or water power.
idea should
Howpver the
not be overworked.
Beginners often
DRAFT HORSES
reason It Is cheaper for the miller man RATIONS FOR
for tha fowl to grind the grain; but
the powerful muscles of the gizzard are Brood Mares Require Much Greatei
Amount of Feed Than Geldings
there to be used, and experience nas
or Dry Mares.
shown the balance of power of func
tions In the fowl s economy manes tne
The University of Missouri has been
vigorous exercise of the gizzard benework with
ficial. When feeding moistened ground doing some .experimental
brood mures and coltsi
feed, have it a comparatively dry, draft horses,
of the results follow:
crumbly mash, and not a thin slop. Some
1. Brood mares muy be used effGive what they will eat readily in 15
iciently for farm work, but the yearly
to 20 minutes.
feed required by them Is 20 per cent
to
not
as
the
do
agree
Poultrymen
greater than the cost of feed required
should
feed
be
soft
when
time of day
by geldings or dry mares doing the
In
fed
should
be
Some say it
fed.
same work.
and
still
at
noon,
the morning, others
2. Brood mares working and nursothers at night. Many give the ground
foals require 47 per cent more
feed In the morning, a lurge number ing
and 32 per cent more hay dully
at noon, and a few at night. The grain the
suckling period than dry
number who feed at noon, however, during
mares.
In the
Is becoming larger.
silage,
3. Fifteen pounds of corn
experiment In West Virglnlu reportof oat straw, with eight
ed to the United States Department eight pounds
of grain Is. a satisfactory raof Agriculture, the egg production was pounds
work durmash tion for horses doing light
whether
same
the
practically
winter months.
the
ing
or
at
night.
was fed in the morning
Sheep Convert Waste.
CHIEF VALUE OF SANDY SOIL
No animal approaches the sheep In
converting weeds and wnste into wool
There is a wealth of
Roota of Plants Are Permitted to Paee and mutton.
Theouflh Readily, but It Orlei
food and raiment in the wasted grass
Out Quickly.
and weeds of barn lots, fields, and
roadsides.
Is
The chief virtue of sandy soil that
the roots of plant can pass through
Lutty Pigs of Bight .Sort
It readily; Its chief fault Is that it
To get good lusty pigs of the right
dries out too quickly. Clay soil holds sort, you must begin with the grandwater well, but It tends to pack and parents. Using poor sires Is a shortharden. Both types of soil need stable sighted policy that produces poor
manure It loosens up clay and help feeders and plain fat hogs, not market
sand to hold moisture.
topper.
Soft-Fee-

n

n

soft-fee-
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Americans are "saving

at the spigot and wasting at the
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bung- hole" at a period when they should be
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discarding nonessentials and dinging
to necessities, John B. Edgerton, president of the Nutionul Association of
Manufacturers, declared at the annual
convention of the organization here.
hotels, theaters, ball
parks and other camping grounds of
amusement and nonproduction ure enlarging their capacities tti accommodate the
army of refugees from the storms of life," he de
clared.
"Golf clubs, cigur factories, jewelry
establishments, walking cane emporiums, pet dog kennels, canary bird dispensaries and bootlegging joints are
flourishing as never before. Every
street and highway throughout the
land Is teeming with automobiles that
are burning expenslvei gasoline in the
Idleness.
presence of
"And all this time the coasts of
North, South, Eust and West ure teem
ing with the multitudes of the weary.
The constructive forces of society with
marvelously increased demands upon
them ure at this moment suffering for
the lack of adequate nourishment."
Mr.. Edgerton asserted that the
chief economic problem of the day is
that there ure too many middlemen in
the industrial fabric, with too many
persons engaged in distributing the
products turned out by the farmer and
the manufacturer.
"When you add to this excess of
distributors the countless number of
others whose chief activities are to
reform, regulate, inspect, denounce
tax, plunder and otherwise live upon
those who are trying to produce
something, it will not be difficult to
discover the principal factor in the
continuing high cost of living," he said.
Iteferring to the tariff legislation
now under consideration in Congress,
J. It. Howard of Chicago, president
of the American, Farm liurenu federation, offered a plea for revision "suf
ficiently flexible to meet the rapidly
changing conditions and not the result
of long drawn out heurings at which
the Interest which talks longest and
loudest wins."
Senator Walter E. Edge of New Jer
sey told the guthering that business
today could not go on without re
straint, and that although he would
like to see business "have the opportunity to go unbridled in a way,"
those days had passed. "It Is water
over the dam," he added. "You must
accept todny one of two things : Con
tinued investigation and court inquiry
or a certain amount of governmen
tal supervision. I won't sny supervision; I hope
"High-price-

d

g
Mill
f75pfei
unique new oipltol'
exactly. The Troeplnnt-ers- '
state lias bioken ground for a
V B
taWflRi state house, guaranteed to he different
from any of the fmtjseen varieties
In the United States of America.
Alonn In l'lj:,. If all goes well, the
fe-- -.
jj Lincoln-bouneasterner, while still
jl'V-rJJ far out on the plains, will be surInto sayhiK to the nearest
prised
1 lislfvlj
without an Introduction :
"Will you kindly tell me what Is thut enormous
tower on the western horizon?"
"That's the upper stories of the new Nebraska
fapltol," will he the answer.
"How odd
It loon's up like the Washington
monument."
"Sine.
Why not? That's what It's for."
And that Is exactly tl'.e purpose of this enormous
tower.
"The object of the architect In making this
feu t tire,-- says the officially Inspired description,
"wus to furnish the comparatively flat state of
Nebraska with an elevated building which could
tie at once an object of beauty and a source of
Inspiration. This tower, surmounted by a colossal
igure oil ltd 'The Sower,' will he seen, It is estimated, from 30 to 4U miles from every direction."
This eapltol marks the greutest departure ever
made In American
architecture. Nevertheless. Nebraska went about it with deliberation. The plan wus secured through n series of
compositions given under the auspices of the
American Institute of Architects. Three Nebraska
men were selected In u preliminary competition
In whh'h the economic and political aspects of the
problem were consideed as well as the
requirements. Seven firms of national
reputation outside of Nebraska joined In the
which resulted In June, liVJO, in the selection of lU'itram O. Goodhue of New York us the
architect of the commission.
Kor n year after the adoption of the plan It was
nt lulled and restudied, not only by the architect
nnd his staff, hut by the commission and by the
public. Some changes have been made, but the
essence of the original design remains, promising
a public building of unusual strength and beauty
us well us economy of space and low operating
costs, according to the Nehraskan view.
The appearance of the United States eapltol
at Washington Is familiar Jo most Americans.
Also It has doubtless served us a model for most
American
state houses. A comparison between
the United Slates eapltol nnd the Nebraska eapltol will emphasize t lie extent of the latter from
the conventional und also give un Idea of the size
of the new structure.
The United States eapltol is about 750 feet
long nnd the dome is 1U5 feet In diameter; the
fculldlng, therefore, covers about four ucres. The
dome is 2So feet In height, from the base to the"
crest of the statue of "Freedom." The cost was
nhout $10,000,000.
The Nebraska eapltol is approximately 440 feet
ununre;' It, therefore, covers almost four acres.
The cost Is to ho $ft,000,0O0. It will have a basement below the grade, n first lloor forming a terrace entirely around the building, and a main floor
bringing the parapet to a height of CI feet from
the ground level. The chief feature of the structure is a tower rising from the center to a height
vt 400 feet. This tower, surmounted by a colossal
figure called "The Sower," will be 80 feet square
at the base and will taper only slightly as It
It Is a square, severe shnft, pierced on
flses. of Its four sides by long continuous windows
and terminating In a graceful dome of colored or
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But while this architectural feature will distinguish the building and make It different from all
other slate cnpltols. It is nlso utilitarian to the
very top. The lower portion of the tower will
contain Ml: main rotunda. Above this It will
rarrx dozen tloora of offices, bousing many of

,

I

the state departments and providing room .for an
Indefinite expansion of the storage space for the
state library. At the top, underneath the dome,
will be located the war trophy room. This will
be a magnificent apartment with space to store
In permanent safety the battle flags nnd other
relics of Civil war, the Spanish and Philippine
wars and the World war.
The tower which brings in a strictly utilitarian
feature to take the place of the ornamental but
economically useless dome is the most striking
feature of the plan, but Is by no means its only
The basement und first floor will
excellence.
bouse the service features and many of the state
The chambers which distinguish
departments.
such u building will be found on the main floor.
Entering from the north by a broad flight of stairs,
the visitor finds himself in the hull of state, a
vaulted apartment approximately SO feet high,
and containing niches for statues nnd spaces for
Inscriptions and several paintings. At the left
will he a series of rooms for the governor.
I'ussing directly to the center of the building
and standing In the rotunda, the visitor will have
at his right a beautifully designed senate chamber and nt his left a somewhat larger apartment
for the house of representatives. In front he will,
see the doors leading to the supreme court rooms
with the state library immediately above.
Tour courts opening to the sky admit light and
air to the interior. The arrangement is such that
every oliiee in the structure opens either upon the
outside or upon one of these courts. The library
and the chambers of legislation are lighted by
clear-skEven the rotunda, which In
windows.
practically all cnpltols must be Illuminated artificially, receives direct light from windows cut into
the tower us it emerges from the roof. The marvel
of tlie design Is thut It covers so much ground
und has so large a cnnuclty without requiring
artificial lighting In any department.
The style of architecture employed Is simple
and dignified. Nothing Is employed, in fact, but
well established forms. Simplicity Is the keynote.
The materlnl Is to be of stone of a rather light
buff tone.
The tower will be of steel construction with wind bruces to give It security.
The building will he enriched by sculpture, paintings and vaulting of colored and gilt tile. The figures over the main entrance, representing wisdom,
justice, power and mercy, have already been modeled by Lee Lnwrie, to whose hands has been entrusted all the sculpture for the completed building.' Inscriptions drawn from the great storehouse
of the world's wisdom will be carved on the walls.
Space will be left for mural paintings, but these
will not be Included In the present work of the
commission.

Nebraska hag appropriated $5,000,000 for the
erection of Its new eapltol, without furnishing.
f
of the money has been colMore than
lected. A levy has been made for a considerable
portion of the remainder. Contracts will be let
during the summer in time to Insure the completion of the building before the close of 1025,
one-hal-
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There is no reason so far as finances ure con
cerned why Nebraska should not have a $5,000.- 000 eapltol, if it wants one.
The state mis a
Ten years ngo
population of almost 1,300,000us per capita wealth
was $3,110. while the
average for the United States Is $1,005. The state
aeht is ?01),834, which Is but 10 cents per capita;
only New Jersey has a smaller state und per
capita debt.
The placing of "The Sower" on top of the great
tower Is strikingly appropriate.
Nebrusku Is
essentially an agricultural state. It has but five
cities of 10,000 population:
Omaha. 191.601:
Lincoln, 54,!)4S; Gruud Island, 13,947; Hastings,
; jvortft IJlntte.
1O.400.
Its farm Dronertv
is valued at
$4,193,825,242. Its farm land acreage
is 4.d,is,S38.
The average farm value is $29,927.
Its farmers annuully grow over 250,000,000 bushels
of corn, 60,000,000 bushels of wheat and 80,000,000
bushels of onts. In 1920 the value of Nebraska's
crops was $306,409,000 and the agricultural rank of
tne state was thirteenth.
Lincoln was originally called Lancaster. This
city was laid out In 1804, with a population of
just about a dozen. In 1867, when Nebraska was
admitted to the Union, there was a population of
less than SO. Nevertheless, Lancaster was made
the eapltol of the state and Its nume was
changed
to Lincoln, In honor of the
martyred President,
then two years dead.
Lincoln is a good site for a tower with the purpose of making people look up, since the place
Is almost level.
There Is a story about a man
who bought a $2,000 piano nnd had to rebuild and
refurnish ids house to correspond. Probably Lincoln will spruce up a bit In honor of the new eapltol, but the city Is already attractive, with fine
wide avenues and many noteworthy buildings. It
Is the seat of the University of Nebraska and
State Agricultural college and several other educiu
tional Institutions. Among the prominent buildings are the federal building, courthouse, city hall,
peultcntiary, Insane asylum, St. Elizabeth's hosThe city Is in
pital nnd the Carnegie library.
about the center of the eastern third of the state.
It lies southwest of Omaha and is Just far enough
away so that Its tower cannot be seen.
Lincoln's new eapltol building will be the third
to stand on the same site. The first structure
naturally was not very pretentious. But the second has done its duty nobly, being a structure of
white limestone erected at a cost of $500,000.
Nebraska has an interesting history, which
would surprise those who have been brought up
to believe there Is no such thing as history west
of the Alleghenles or possibly the Mississippi.
The first white man to see It was probably
In 1541, some time before Plymouth Rock
The Choteaus of St.
becume so well known.
got up to the
Louis, famous early
forks of the Platte In 1702. The first k;wn settlement was In 1805 at Bellevue by Manur-- Lisa
fame. The American Pur company
of
established posts at Omaha and Nebraska City
about 1825. The Mormons wintered In Nebraska,
1845-4Thousands of
passed through,
beginning with 1849. These were also the days
of the Oregon trail and Its famous migration.
Nebraska in these early times wag rich In the
romance of American pioneer history.
Nebraska's early political career was checkered.
The territory now constituting the state was originally a part of the Louisiana Purchase (1804)
and afterward a part of Missouri territory. For
a generation after the admission of Missouri (1821)
the territory was practically without government.
In 1853, unable to get congressional sanction as
a territory, the inhabitants organized a provisional
government and elected William Walker governor.
After several attempts to be admitted as a state,
Nebraska finally got In over President Johnson'!
Coro-nad- o

1

g

gold-seeke-

veto

la

1807.

Daugherty Urges Grand Jury Quiz.
Washington. In a detailed state
ment concerning the prosecution of
war fraud oases, prepared at the request of the President, and transmitted to the House, Attorney General
Daugherty declared that examination
so far completed disclosed in each Instance "sufficient indication that a
crime has been committed tn warrant
submitting them to a a grand jury."
Horses.
Destroy Twenty-eigh- t
thor
Lexington, Ky. Twenty-eigh- t
oughbreds, belonging to former Unit
ed States Senator Johnson N. Camden, and J. C. Milam, were burned to
death when a fire of unknown origin
the Camden and Milam
destroyed
stables here. Only three of these
horses escaped death In the fire, re
ports Indicated. Among the twenty- eight horses quartered In the destroyed
stable were a number which had been
racing at the Lexington meeting, and
which had not yet
several
made their first starts.
Flames

Greeks to Blockade Turkish Ports.
Constantinople. A flotilla of Greek
destroyers has sailed from Brusa un

der orders to enforce a blockade of
the Turkish Black sea ports. The
Greek battleship. KUkos, formerly the
V. S. S. Mississippi, has seized the
Turkish steamship Ineboll as a meas
ure of reprisal for the seizure recently of the Greek steamship Enosls in
the Black sea. The Ineboll was captured In the Sea of Marmora while
bound for Ismld with passengers.
Await Genoa Parley End.
European govern
Washington.
ments Indebted to the United States
In the sura of $11,000,000,000 for war
leans will not begin adjustment of
their obligations until after the Genoa
conference,
Secretary of Commerce
Hoover declared here. Hoover said
that Europe now has Its attention concentrated on Genoa. He expressed
the opinion that the foreign debtors
would be Influenced In their settlement of the debt to America by the
outcome of the Genoa conference.
U. 8. Debts
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LadiesKeep Your Skin
Clear, Sweet, Healthy
With Cuticura Soap,
and Cuticura Talcum
Kill All

Flies!

THEY SPREAD
DISEASE

Pitted anywhere, DAISY PLY KILLER attract M
kiUi til fliM. Nimt. clean, ornament!, convenient and
awof awmetal.n
enwp.Hade
can't 11)111 or tin oven
trill not soil or inlara
anything. Guaranteed.
I
KILLER
FLYUnit)
at vonr dealer or

6

HAROLD

by EXPRESS, prepaid. 11.25
150 Da Kalb Ava.. Brooklyn.

N. X.

S0MER3.

Think It Over.
Aa eminent French doctor declares
that love Is a disease of the emotions.
Not being cynics, we should describe
marriage as a long and pleusant convalescence. London Opinion.
Isn't that slightly cynical, though,
cousin? Boston Transcript.
An Elaborate Menu.
"I understand tile Laplanders eat
candles." "Must be a big to do over
a birthday cake."

Honestly,
do you like a
fancy pipe?

You know the kind we mean. It
in a beautiful velvet-line- d
leather case and arrives on your birthday or Christmas. And when you
have company, and they talk pipes,
you go to the drawer, pull out your
fancy pipe, polish it with the palm of
your hand and perhaps fill it up and
smoke with your best company
manners.
,
And then, when all the folks have
gone or before they have gone, if
they stay too long you reach for
your favorite briar, fill her up just
right, and then the world is pretty
good again. The people who seemed
terrible bores a few minutes ago look
like regular human beings as you see
them through a transparent blue haze
of curling smoke. In the meantime,
the fancy pipe has been relegated to
its glorious case for another period of
oblivion.
comes

It's the same with tobacco, too.
Somebody smoking a fancy brand
offers you his pouch, and just to be a
good fellow you take a pipeful (feeling
a little pang of conscience as you push
the unfamiliar tobacco into your pet
pipe). And you smoke it. It may be
very good tobacco. Perhaps you can't
even decide what, if anything, is the
matter with it.
But it isn't your brand, and when
you get near the end, perhaps just a
little hastily, you knock out the fancy
tobacco and pull out your own, fearful lest the
pouch appear
again and you may have to refuse
gently but firmly.
Have you had such an experience?
And isn't it almost worth it to know
how much you really like your

y

Edge-wort-

h?

,

We don't claim that Edgeworth
pleases every man. But we do want
every pipe smoker to try Edgeworth
to find out for
himself if it isn't
just the taste and
Btrength to suit
him.

mi
IBP

We gladly take
the burden of proof
on our own shoul
ders. So we will

send generous

samples of
Edgeworth,

both
Plug

Ready-Rubb-

sd

and
Slio, to

p. iV e
smoker who will ask for it.
Send us a postcard with your name
and address, and we'll put the samples
into the hands of Uncle Sam's messengers just as quick as we can. Then,
when you get them, light up your pipe,
puff away to your heart's content and
you can be the whole jury and the
judge. If you like Edgeworth and
we hope you will you can buy it at
your dealer's by the package, tin or

any

jar.
Address your card for free samples
& Brother Co., 000 South
21st Street, Richmond, Virginia.
To Retail Tobacco Merchante:
It
your jobber cannot supply you with

to Larus

Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid (JyV
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Plug Slice on
for the same price jou would
pay the jobber.
two-doz-

Ready-Rubb-

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

22.
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Something to Think About
By

F. A. 1DALKER

Will M. Maupin
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HIS FATE

THE WRONG KEY
THE hapless earthllngs who coil
fFthemselves
men and women,
thou-

sands are wandering hither und thither
In life, trying with the wrong key to
unlock the door of fame, success and
honor.

Not to all Is given supreme wisdom
In these matters, but such as is bestowed, is generally hidden away In a
napkin and ignored or forgotten.
Thus, when a young man or woman
In a burst of passion unlocks the door
to enmity, instead of friendship, to
evil, instead of good, it becomes at
once apparent that use has been made
of the wrong key.
Proper judgment and action, all the
exulted things In life, Including faithfulness, honor and virtue, decline to
show their shining faces to the carriers
of the Improper key.
What the foolish do with keys entrusted to them to open the world of
life, makes wise men and women shudder.
And yet, when all has been said,
when the story of life has been revealed from the morn of the toddling infant to the night of tottering
age, who shall say that he or she
has not at some time or another In
his or her folly, used the wrong key?

If you will observe closely, you
will see them every hour endeavoring to force a key Into a lock which
Stubbornly refuses to respond to the
violent twists und turns of nervous
lingers.
The man who carries the key
which will open the door to minor
places, where he Is sure of earning
an Independent competence,
persists
behind
locks
In
with
tampering
whose paneled door there reposes the
coveted chulr of manager or president,
too big for his occupancy.
Instead of reshaping his key by
hard work and high thinking, filing
away the roughness to make it smooth,
he continues foolishly to waste his
(Copyright.)
time and energy, quite oblivious all
the while to what he is really doing.
And so it is frequently with men of
talent, too Indifferent or Indolent to
do anything but routine work, when
Instead they should make use of the iiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii
ii ium
Provikey given them by un
dence, unlock the right door, und rise
to greutness.
If persuaded by reason to do this,
they would find opportunity waiting
with open arms to receive them, glad
to round out their lives with happiness
and prosperity.

T

ITTLB Willie

Wait-a-B-

Intended well to mind,
But, somehow, always managed It
To be a bit behind.
"In a minute," he would say
When time came to cease his play.
Little Willie Walt-a-BGrew to be a man ;
But he loved to sit and sit
Scheming out some plan.
"In a minute," he would say, '
"I will get to work straightaway."
lt

.

Mr. William Wait-a-BNeared St. Peter's Gate,
But, alas, he managed It
So that he was late.

"Walt a minute 1" shouted he;
But St. Peter turned the key.
was sent
William Walt-a-BTo the nether clime,
Where without his own Intent
He arrived on time.
Now he mourns his torrid fate,
For bis master will not wait.
(Copyright)
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ago Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups were the remedies-- '
in common use for Infants and Children; Castor Oil so nauseating as to be
almost impossible and the others all containing Opium in one form or another,,
but so disguised as to make them pleasant to the taste, yet really jto stupify the
child and give the appearance of relief from pain.
It required years of research to find a purely vegetable combination that
would take the place of these disagreeable, unpleasant and vicious remedies that
from habit had become almost universal. This was the inception of, and the reason
for, the introduction of Fletcher's Castoria, and for over 30 years it has proven its
worth, received the praise of Physicians everywhere and become a household word

YARS

among mothers.
A remedy ESPECIALLY prepared for Infants and Children and no mother
would think of giving to her baby a remedy that she would use for herself,
without consulting a physician.

Children Cry For
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You'll find a wonderful lot of Information about Baby in tho
booklet that is wrapped around every bottle of Fletcher's Castoria.
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That Is the time mat Is going to take
your measure. If you tnckle that
harder job and go through with it, the
chances are that you will do It well.
It is presumed that 'you have the training.
If you stand aside and let the man
nbove you step in, you might as well
make up your mind thut you are going
to work for the same or less wages for
the rest of your days.
For you have repudiated the chance
to grow. You have proved yourself a
coward.
Some day we may write about the
boss who deprives himself of competent help by Insisting on doing everybody's work for them. But today we
are writing about you.
It you are in the habit of standing
back und asking for assistance every
time an unusually hurd Job comes
along, get out of It. You will become
all your life.
an asslstance-aske- r
sometimes get assistance, but they never get responsibility,
or good pay, or respect, or anything
else that makes life worth the while.
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Tendencies

- the

iu Capabilities or Weak
nesiet That Make for Success or
Failure as Shown in Your Palm

n .Milium

i

Read Your

Characteristic.

THE HAND

OF AN ACTOR

TN THE first place, to recognize
whether a person, male or female,
Is or will be successful on the stage in
playing dramatic or tragic parts, note
whether the fingers nre long and
crooked.
That is a good sign. Long
Angers denote careful attention to details, and if the hand is wide nnd
open, with the fingers widely separated, freedom of thought nnd independent action are indicated.
The mount of Venus (bull of the
thumb) should be well
or grilled, to denote Inspiration and
assumed passion. Next, note whether
the second phalanx of the thumb is
long, to show intellectual power. The
mount of Luna should be unusually
long, reaching well up on the outside
of the palm toward the line of the
l)Q)i rt, to show great Imagination and
eloquence, so essential to the actor of
dramatic or tragic parts. Courage
also is shown by a strong mount of
criss-crosse- d

Luna.
(Copyright,)
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his lunch and had
paid his bilL Cautiously he counted his change.
"Here!" he said, sharply, "Take back this plugged
nickel and give me a good one I"

e7AR BROWN had swallowed

But

y

1

-

see. they purely S SJ
fooled
1

1122. Wflitsrn

Nenauitnar

ntna.

Thousands of shrewd business
men who count their change, take
their food for granted.

That's what builds up the

2

M

sani-

tarium business, and puts the tired
feeling into the
of a business day.
"all-don-

e"

qooa.
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Grape-Nut-
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proudly out.

They couldn't

old Brown had fooled himself.

Brown's day was heavy and dull.
"pep." There was a
drowsy spell when
he needed to be awake the direct
and natural result of heavy, starchy
breakfasts and lunches, taken on
faith and without question as to
value just because the food looked
end tasted like food.

pith'
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Mr. Brown walked
fool old Brown.
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And the Discussion Ended.
King George Democratic.
"When he Is out of the public eye
Two little boys, living In different
towns, one day were visiting an aunt King George often sacrllices appear
Indeed, while m
in a distant city. A discussion arose ance for comfort
between them as to the merits of their conversation with him not long ago
home towns. The heights of their re- I noticed that one of the shoes he
spective churches became u part of wore was adorned with a patch !" This
Is one of many intimate anecdotes of
the discussions.
with the royal
"Our church reaches above the tree-tops- his long connection
family told by Krnest Brooks, ). B. JO...
said one.
"Our church roaches to the sky," the accredited royal photographer.
In the Strand maguzlne. Queen Mary's
retorted the other.
re"Oh, but the steeple of our church favorite portrait of Princess Mary
reached clear above the sky and veals something of the king's tastes
punched n hole through heaven," ex- In regard to feminine fashions. When
claimed the first boy, and this closed Mr. Brooks showed the king the first
print, his majesty raised an objection
the argument.
to the wldlh of the panniers on either
side of the princess' frock and orBrief and Comprehensive.
Ren Klerks has an express agency dered him to have them taken out of
nnd transfer business In a village in the negative.
Spoiled Her Evening.
Recently
"Maud says she didn't have n good Sonoma county, California.
he detailed one of his teamsters with
time at the reception at all."
Nothing to Choose Between Therm.
Husband
Ha, hu, ha I Did you ever
a wagon and pair to take a San Fran"What was the trouble?"
"She'd heard a choice hit of gossip cisco man and wife to their country see a funnier sight than a woman tryabout a girl who was there, and the place a few miles out of town. The ing to drive a nail?
Wife Yes; a man trying to wrap
girl kept within hearing dlstnnce all hill, as rendered by the teamster,
the time, so that Maud didn't hnve a read: "Haul grip, grub, and people, up a bundle for the luundry I London
Answers.
chance to tell it." Boston Transcript. three hours, three dollars."

one-ha- lf

Pimento Cheese Rolls.
Koll out a raised dough like the
above cinnamon bun mixture, spread
with a layer of softened butter, then
with pimento cheese. Roll up and
cut In slices one Inch thick, place cut
sides up In a greasej pan, let rise until
light and bake In a moderate oven.
A good finish for a plain raisin cake
Is to spread It while hot very gener-ouslwith butter, then sprinkle with a
mixture of c.nnamon and powdered
sugar, using a tenspoonful of cinnamon
f
to
cupful of sugar more If
desired.

IIIIHHL

His Great Mistake.
head of New
Joseph Levenson,
York's motion picture censorship, said
at a luncheon :
"The movies do a lot of good. Tint
Think
they do harm, too, sometimes.
of the love affairs they break off!"
' 'It's all over,' a young niim eroaned
one day. 'It's all over now between
Mabel und me.'
" 'Sorry to hear that, old chap.' said
a second young man.
'What caused
the split, may I ask?'
"'I took Mabel to the movies last
night, and she said that the heroine
of the serial called 'The I'net of
Death" was a beautiful girl.
"'Well?'
" 'Well, I agreed with Iier.' "

d

one-hal-
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ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

THI CENTAUR COMPANY,

Singer.
kinglet

has
The
In the way of a song,
In a pan and set in a warm place to nothing much
become light. Bake In a moderate oven says the American Forestry Magazine,
has a beautiful
with a grate under them if there Is but the
song of most surprising power for so
danger of burning.
small a bird and, while singing, the
If the family likes sticky buns put male often elevates
his ruby crown
one tablespoonful of butter,
patch.
cupcupful of brown sugar,
0
f
ful of sirup, and
cupful of
Big Platinum Yield. '
water In a sauce pan and boll until
Practically from a single district Cothick. Add currants to It. When the lombia
produces on average of 30.00C
buns are baked turn them upside down
ounces of platinum annually.
troy
and spread this mixture evenly over
O
the sides and bottom of the buns.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

I

This One

the household likes
or cinnamon buns.
The following Is a reliable recipe:
Take one cupful each of milk, water
of
and si'gur,
a cupful of shortening, one yeast cake
and d teaspooni'u! of snlt. Scald the
milk und while It Is still hot pour It
over the shortening and add the sugar
and hot water; when cool add the
yeast cake which has been softened in
cupful of water, add the salt
nnd enough flour to make a batter
which drops from the spoon. Bent
It thoroughly and let stand in a warm
add
place over night. In the morning
the well beaten eggs and flour to
make a dough which can be kneeded;
knead lightly and well, put back Into
a well buttered bowl nnd let rise until
Separate into two
drJWNe Its bulk.
parts' and roll out Into a sheet. Spread
this with soft butter, brown sugar,
cinnamon and well wnshed and hied
currants. Roll In a long roll and cut
the buns in inch slices. Place ttiem

Drrfv for

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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THINGS FOR THE FAMILY

Sd

Venn

(Copyright.)

GOOD

Everybody has read the above headline; how many believe it?
in the home, and has that dear little mite
Have you a little-on- e
when its stomach was not just right felt the comforts that come with
the use of Fletcher's Castoria? You have heard the cry of pain.
Have you heard them cry for Fletcher's Castoria? Try it.
Just help baby out of its trouble tomorrow with a taste of Castoria. Watch the difference in the tone of the cry, the look in the
Is complete
eye, the wiggle In the tiny fingers. The transformation
from pain to pleasure. Try it.

NotNahcotic

tr"'F

TDY LAZINESS, procrastlnntlon, or
by pretending to be stupider than
you are, you can get quite a good deal
of your work done for you for a
while.
If the man above you is quick and
competent, he will frequently get so
disgusted with you that he will snatch
a Job out of your hands, and do It him-

-- Shakespeare.

Have You Tried It?

"OS;,

YOUR WORK

tln0- -

CENT.

thccriuincss.- -

.

I know a bank whereon the wild thyme
blows
and the nodding violet
Where
fowb
d
with lush woodbine
Quite
With sweet musk roses and with eglan- -

'z
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By
JOHN BLAKE
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Uncommon

self.
No competent executive will do that,
but you can count all the competent
executives of your acquaintance on
the fingers of one hand.
It will save you a good deal of trouble to have the hard Job taken away
from you, You cm devote your time
to doing the easy jobs at your leisure,
and in your own way.
will
You
probably congratulate
youixtlf (in having a boss that Is so
sklllfijl so much abler than you that
he Ciin do all the hard work.
But the congratulation will be shortlived. In about a year's time you will
discover that you can't do anything but
the easy Jobs which are the poorly
paid ones, because you never gave your
mind nny exercise doing the hard ones.
All the opportunities for growth and
for progress were in those jobs that
were taken out of your hands. Maybe
the boss who took 'em away from you
didn't need the mental exercise, but
the point is thnt he got it, and you
didn't. Iiy letting him take It away
you got just as much out of the game
as a ball player would whose cuptaln
played his position every time there
was a critical stage in the game.
No matter what kind of work you
have, n time is coming when It is going
tobecoine suddenly difficult. The importance of a certain tusk will Increase
tremendously owing to unexpected

'T '"ii,
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Sense

Why Castoiria?

Grape-Nut- s
is a scientific food
whose delicious, appetizing flavor
and crispness are an introduction to
nourishment a
nourishment easily and quickly assimilated, so that body, brain and
nerves are well fed and kept free
of the stored up poisons left by so
foods.
many
Served with cream or good milk,
Grape-Nut- s
is a complete food, always ready, always aBelight to the
taste and always a safe selection
for the man who thinks his stomach
is entitled to some of the same pro
tection he gives to his pocket.
well-balanc-

ed

The Body Builder
"There's a Reason"

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

No. 60

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

Of
Of

The RESERVE STATE BANK
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Sale Postponed By Order

Ana an cattie
8a
on

in

tne following brands

n left

le"

VT

rT

1

slfe. X n left side, CrossL
1 he tOUrt
1 0 J Uly 10, on left thigh and V on jaw: VA on left
of business,
. at the close
at Reserve, in the Staft nf v"'"
jside and duble "Diamond Tail" on
If, 1922.
leu siae ana jaw, ana a u car
caMay 5,1922.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT, CATRON reverse J slash" not covered by
1. Loans and Discounts
SEVENTH JUDICIAL the first above description and con
COUNTY,
$113,482 61
" 8.29
2. Overdrafts
DISTRICT, STATE OF NEW sisting of 460 head and more with
MEXICO.
the brands thereof;
3. Bonds unpledged
also 25 head
2,200.00
more or less of horses and mares in
7C.11
War Saving Stamps
2,275.11
Mrs. Effiie M. Cooper, Assignee,)
the following brands: "Cross H,"
4 Bonds, securities, etc., other than U. S. Bonds
35,166.00
of Joe Melugin, agent,
)
"Cross I Lazy Seven,"
6 Value of Banking House
and;
6,200.00
Plaintiff, )
"Cross V" together with increase. It;
7. Furniture and Fixtures
2,600.00
2
vs.
)No.
8. Real Estate owned other than banking house
14,271,95
being the intention of the description
Owen R. Walters, Clyde E. )
in this paragraph to cover such cattle
9 Net amount due from banks or bankers
23,368.45
)
Walters, Leon R. Walters,
under the second mortgage of the Wal12 Cash items,
7,095.26
Laura Walters and the First )
ters to Melugin, assigned to plairti.f,
la. Coin and currency
2,971.93
National Bank of Magdalena, )
that are not covered by the first chattle
15 Interest paid
920.50
New Mexico.
)
to The First National Bank
mortgage
)
Defendants.
Total Resources
$208,350.04
of Magdalena, and in addition the
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE.
horses and mares, all of which cattle,
Under and by virtue of an order of horses and
mareB are now ranging at
LIABILITIES
sale and decree of foreclosure of cer- or
near what is known as the Cooper
Ifi Cnni"1 Stock Paid In
30,000.00
tain chattel and real estate mortgages,
or N H Ranch, located about ten
6.000.00
17. ui'jrplu8
hereinafter mentioned, issued out of miles northwest of the town
of Aragon
139,173.93
4....uual deposits subject to check
the District Court of the Seventh JudiSocorro (now Catron county), Newi
Inspection Solicited
140,798.11
25. Cashier's checks
1,624.18
cial District, in and for the County of
Mexico, together with all the increaie
15,216.00
35. Certificates of deposit
the
New
on
of
Mail orders given our careful attention
Mexico,
Catron, State
and offspring of said cattle. It being;
10,336.93
39. Reliscounts
28th day of December, 1921, in the
the true intent of this description to
40. Bills payable, including obligations repre
above entitled action, wherein EfTie M.
cover all cattle in the above brands be
6,000.00
senting money borrowed
Cooper, Assignee of Joe Melugin, is the same more or less wheresoever the
Total Liabilities
$208,350.04
plaintiff, and Owen R. Walters, Clyde same may be found, also said brand.-- ai d
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters, Laura
the right to use the same marks ana
State of New Mi'xico, County of Catron, ss.
Walters and The First National Bank
and carrying title, although
We A. Kiehne, President, and J. R. (jaunt, Cashier, of the above named of Magdalena, New Mexico, a corpora, brands,
said property may have other marks
MAGDALENA MERCANTILE COMPANY
bank, d sulemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of our tion, are defendants, being cause num- und
brands.
A. KIEHNE, President.
ber two (2) on the docket of said court,
knowledge and belief.
NEW MEXICO
MAGDALENA,
AND FURTHER, I, the undersigned
J. R. GAUNT, Cashier,
Subscribed and sworn to before me
wherein The First National Bank of
and
master
on
will,
receiver,
1922
this 15th day of May
Correct, Attest;
Magdalena, New Mexico, a banking special
the 11th day of July,l;22,
Abb Alexander,
T. C. Turk,
corporation, obtained judgment for TUESDAY,
at 10 o'clock A. M. of said day, at the
Emil Kiehne, Directors.
NOTICE OF FORFEITURE
Notaiy Public.
$l!574.94, with interest thereon at the
Morley Refuge
A. Kiehne.
rate of ten per cent, from August frontdoor of the court house, Reserve,
My commission expires, March 14, 1925.
To: Mike Mandell, H. M.
a
At
Stat'
Dougherty
New
of
the
Catron County,
Mexico, sell at
meeting
31, 1921, until paid, against Mrs. Effie
and Carrie M. Childers, theirheirs,
held
public auction to the highest and best Game
pi
Commission,
M. Cooper, plaintiff, and Owen P.. Walexecutors and administrators, and
bidder for cash, the following describ- Sant
Fe, on April 8th, the ful
to All whom it May Concern:
2 ters, Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Wal- ed
in
real
said real
estate, mentioned
ters, and Laura Walters, defendants,
Described
area
set
lowing
You
are hereby notified that we have
and decree of foreclosure of a certain estate mortgage above described, as
to be known as Morley
aside
Five Hundred Dollars($500.00)
ioIIows:
xpended
chattel mortgage, made and executed
n labor and improvements
upon the
All the South half (SJ) of the South gringo rof'itrfi;
December 4th, 1919, by Mrs. Effie M.
IRON CROWN unpatented lode
X
Lathe Work
General Repairing,
1 N
W.
All
10
of
Twpmining
a.
east
and
the
South
E.
half
Claude
and
Range
quarter (SEJ)
Humphrey,
Cooper
claim, for the benefit of the group of
(S4) of the Southwest quarter (SWi) situattid within Catron
mortgagors, to said bank as mortgagee-anCounty.
Welding
contiguous claims, which group embrawhich said mortgage was filed for of Section four (4) and South half (SJ)
Signe
ces the Iron Crown, Iron Cross, Iron
of
the
Southwest
of
the
clerk
the
office
and
in
record
quarter (SWi)
county
X
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Thomas P. Gable
Bar, Iron Ring and Iron unpatented
and Recorder of Socorro county, New South half (SJ) Southeast
quarter
State Game an Fish Warden lode mining claims, situate in the
five (5) and Southwest
numof
section
X
and
with
on
our
others.
26,
1920,
(SEJ)
Mexico,
January
prices
Compare
NOTICEOF APPOINMENT OF AD- Cooney Mining District, Catron county,
bered 6161, securing a promissory note quarter (SWi) of section eight (8) and
X
State of New Mexico, the location
for $5000.00, with interest, and any Northwest quarter (NWi) of Section MINISTRATE:
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
IN THE PROBATE COURT OF notices of said claims being recorded in
Four
(9),
(4)
renewals or extensions thereof, and Nine
Township
the office of the county clerk of Socorro
which indebtedness Owen R. Walters, South, Rhnge Seven teen (17) West, N. CATRON, NEW MEXICO.
New Mexico, in the following
county,
W.
of
M.
of
the
M
Estate
Matter
In
the
P.
M.
containing six hundred
Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walters
A. G. HILL, Manager.
Phone No. 3
books and pages of Mining Location
and Laura Walters assumed and agreed and forty (640) acres and referred to B. Shellhorn, deceassed.
Rebords.
Notice.
to pay, the property securing said in- is what is known as the Cooper Home
Iron Cross inBook 35, page 584.
is
the
that
tice
in
Socorro
and
Ranch
N
the county of
debtedness being certain cattle
hereby given
(now
Iron Bar, Book 35, page 584.
brands
hereinafter
undersigned was on the 1st day of May,
described, and Catron county), New Mexico
which mortgage was a first and prior
That, the amount of said judgments 1922, duly appointed by the Probate
Iron Crown, Bot k 35, page 537.
fen thereon, and also, a judgment and with interest to the date of sale are as Court of Cation County, New Mexico
Iron Rring, Book 23, page 537.
decree of foreclosure of a certain real follows: The First National Bank of Administratrix of the estate of W.
Iron, Book, 71, page 102.
MODGKN. UP TO DATE
estate mortgage made and executed Magdalena, New Mexico, $7141.21, and D. Shellhorn deceassed, late of said
That said expenditure was made in
All
M.
Catron.
of
M.
Mrs. Erne
December 4, 1919, by Mrs. Elbe
persons having order to hold said claims under the
Cooper $I3,4S3.66, total County
HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER
STEAM HEATED
proclaims against said estate are hereby visions of
20,6U4.87
Cooper,
plaintiff, as mortgagor, to amount of judgments
the laws of the United States
Wm. R. MORLEY,
notified that they are required to pr Sent
Allen Falconer, trustee, as mortgagee,
of America, and the state of New
tor and on behalf of said bank, which
and file the same duly verified, within
Special Master and Receiver.
Mexico, and being at the rate of One
said
of
'.ne year from the date
mortgage was duly recorded in the
dfice of the county clerk and recorder IN THE PROBATE COURT OF THE appointment, the time prescribed by Hundred Dollars MOO. 00 per year for
if Socorro county, New Mexico,
oft
C UN TV OF CATRON, STATE OF Law, otherwise the sunie will be barred each claim in said group, and that the
Mrs. W. D. Shellhorn.
amount expend' cl v,as expended bp r
NEW MEXICO
January 6, 1920, in Book of Mrt-:ueAdministiatrix.
No. 87, at pane 413, and furihci In the Matter of the Estate of William
ooid
quired by law in oidi r t
Post Office Adress.
claims IVr i ;
and that the
J. Andrus, dei eaed.
.ecuiing said note lor $5000.00 and
and the lenewals and exten-i.- n
lw. ... uoing of. which, work
Notice.
Glenwi.dd, New. Mexico.
t'
HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor
r
on July st, 1921.
Notice ia hereby given that the unthereof, the real estate mentioned
NOTICE OF' APPOINMENT on
on
27th
of
said mortgage bein& hereinafter
was
the
You and each of you are hereby notifiday
dersigned,
A
jinc:-'- I
AND March, A. D. 1922, appjinted executor
and setforth.
We- Use Every Effort to Pltase Our Patrons
COURT OF ed that if, within ninety90dayu after
N
WHEKKIN UNDER SAID DECKEL, nf the estate of WilPa-J. Mi
CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. this notice by publication, you fail or
he plaintiff. Mrs. Eflie M. Coupe i, de.. eased, by Hi t1.
Jiron,
of refuse to contribute your pro rata share
In the matters of the Estate
Thv Best Meals ami Dining Room Service
utained a judgment agairi3t Owen I;. fr- bd i. Ju.;,,,,. ik citron County, New Walter
of such expenditure, your respective
deceassed.
Hotchkiss,
..o.
Walters, Clyde E. Walters,
interests in said claims will become the
NOTICE.
A alters
and
L.u a W
andf Therefore all persone having claims
the
that
is
property of the subscribers under the
NOTICE
given
hereby
MARK IT YOl'R HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA
ree t.f f..i .j...u.c vi a certain chat-- . against said estate are hereby notified
was on the 6th day of provisions of section 2324 revised statundersigned
made and executed July to present the same in the manner proi0-- e,
utes of the Unitad States; that the pro
May 1922, duly appointed by the Prozsnh, 1920, by Owen R. Walters, Clyde vided by law, within one year from the
bate Court of Catron County, New rata share of each of you is as follows:
E. Walters,
Leon R. Walters and date of said appointment or the same
MikeMandel, his heirs, executors and
Mexico, Administrator of the estate of
Laura Walters, defendants in said will be barred.
Walter Hotchkiss deceassed, late of administrators, the sum of Fifty-fiv- e
William K. Morley,
above entitled cause, as mortgagors, to
Dollars and fifty-focents U55.54 or
said County of Catron.
Joe Melugin, mortgagee, which mortExecutor
of the whole amount.
claims
All persons having
against
gage was duly recorded in the office of
XOU VISIT MAGDALENA EAT AT THE
estate are hereby notified that they are Carrie M. Childers, her heirs, execu-ror- s
the county clerk and recorder of Soand administrators, the sum of
To
Socorro
required to present and file the same
corro county, New Mexico, on Angust
n
Dollars and seventy-seve- n
verified, within one year from the Twenty-seveduly
9, 1920, in Book 87, at page 549, secur Celebate July 4th
cents $27.77 or
date of said appointment, the time
ing three certain promissory notes,
A contest between the several
thereof.
prescribed by law, otherwise the same
each for the sum of $3529.11, with
H. M. Dougherty, his heirs, execuu-tor- s
of Socorro County, includ- will be barred.
towns
the
of
rate six per cent per
interest at
and administrators, the sum of
James
Hotchkiss,
San
of
town
the
Magdalena,
from date until paid and ing
annum
Eighty-thre- e
Dollars and thirty-threAdministrator.
3
and
fees, the property se- Mercial, Carthage, Tokay
attorney's
of the total
cents, $83.33or
Post Office Address:
said
indebtness
curing
being San Antonio, will be the nature
amount
Silver City, N. M.
certain cattle, the increase there of a contest to be held at Socorro
Good Service
Courteous Treatment
The foregoing expenditure of Five
of, brands, and certain horses and
Hundred Dollars $500.00 was made in
All the Delicaeea that the Market Affords
on July 4th.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
in the tunnel and also
mares, all being hereinafter more
Each town will have teams to Department of the Interier, U.S. Land sinking a shaft
described, which chattel mort
from said tunnel,
Mexico running a cross-cu- t
New
Las
Office
at
Cruces,
enter the contests, which will
all
on
IRON
said
CROWN
gage was a second mortgage and sub
claim, and
1922.
May 8,
ject to said prior mortgage in favor of include base ball games,i relay
Notice is hereby given that Robert said.work actually benefiitted and tendi
The First National Bank of Magdale
races, cowpony races, Droncno J. Howell, of Luna, New Mexico who ed to develop all of the claims in said
na, New Mexico, above mentioned, and
WE APPRECIATE AND WANT YOUR PATRONAGE
riding and auto races. There on September 11, 1917 made Homestead group
which mortgage and the indebtedness
EMIL PETERSON.
will also be a contest between Entry No. 016(188 for the WJ NEi NEi,
secured thereby was legally assigned in
SYLVESTOR GAMBLIN
NEi
SWJ
WJ
SW1,
NEi
NWJ
of
SWi,
Hose companies
Magdalena
writing to Mrs. Effie M. Cooper, the
Lot 1 35 acres, SE Lot First pub Apr 22, last pub July 15
NEi
SWi.EJ
are
plaintiff, by Joe Melugin and Elva K. and Socorro. Arrangements
13 10 acres , Si SWi Lotl3 ,2.85 acres,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Melugin, his wife, on July 29, 1920, and being made for six dances to be
NWi Lot 14 5. 90 acres , NWi NEi Depaatment of the Interior, U.S. Land
which assignment was duly recorded
held on the nights of the 3rd and Lot 14 2. 50 acres , Section 6 TownOffice at Las Cmces, KSpf.' Mexico
in the office of the county clerk and
4th.
ship 6 S., Range 20 W., N. M. P.
V,, 7
May 6, 1922.
recorder of Socorro county New Mexico
Meridian, containing 46. 25 acree, has
Notice is hereby given that Lonnie
NOW THEREFORE, I, the underfiled notice of intention to make final B. Scott of
GreetisGap, New Mexico
signed Special Master and Receiver,
to
three year Proof, to establish claim to who on July 14, 1920 made Homestead
Notice
Important
duly appointed as such under said judg
T.
C.
the laud above described before
Entry No 017788 for Nl Secrion 13; SJ
License 'Collectors
ment and decree, wi'l on
Higgins & McAfee, Proprietors
Turk, U. S. Commissioner, at Reserve, Section 12 Township 2 S. Range 13 W.
the
10th
MONDAY,
day of July,1922,
The open season for migratory New Mexico, on the 1st dayof July,1922. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
at ten o'clock A. M. of said dav. at
has been changed and Claimant names as witnesses:
waterfowl
intentian to make final three year Proof
the front door of the postoffice,
Ara
A.' O. Reynolds F. M. Swapp, Edgar to establish claim to the land above
to
1st
October
from
now
is
sell
New
at public auction,
Mexico,
gon,
New
described before Justiniano Baca U.
dates E. Brunk W. S. Laney of Luna
15th.
Both
to the highest, and best bidder, for January
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico.
S. Commjssioner, at Magdalena, New
cash, the following described personal inclusive.
Register Mexico on the 20th day of June 1922.
and
chattels,
property
Signed
Claimant names as witnesses:
All that certain herd of range cattle
T6 WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Thomas P. Gable
Sid Mathers Jack Mathors L. B.
consisting of 400 head or more of cows
I. Louis , Jones, have bought Moore N. A. Biggers of Greens Gap
State Game and Fish Warden.
calves, bulls.steers and heifers branded
Nemecia Ascarate
Mrs. S. M.Kitt,The Glenwood New Mexico
of
V on jaw and Cros L on left hip and
BUNTON & MADDEN
Register.
and she is to pay all
on left side and
"Diamond
Store
Tail"
Cash
A pleasant place to spend a leisure hour or two
lawyers
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as describoutstanding depts.
OFFICES
ed in the said chattel mortgage to The
MAGDALENA
Louis Jones, '
SOCORRO
First National Bank of Magdalena,
Witooo Bid
0
Fltoh Bldg.
Practice ia all tba
A

New Spring Goods
We have the latest styles in
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Ladies' Spring Hats
Ladies' Spring Dresses
Ladies' Spring Suits
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The Reserve Garage
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one-nin-

Wll..

agdalena Cafe

e

one-sixt- h

Reserve Pool Hall

$

Cigars, Tobaccos, Cold Drinks

X

Lunch Goods

6--

Curt

